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PREFACE

The present study is part of a series developing a dynamic 
linguistics formalism. Earlier papers establish basic premises for 
formal rigor for natural systems s and combinatory phonetic articulation 
characteristics. The present work applies the formalism to a crucial 
case of historical„ sociolinguistic, language development. Hindustani 
is this case, with its maximum of long-term linguistic documentation.

This work is appreciatively dedicated to my professors, 
families and advisors, to those who have shared their languages, to my 
books and libraries, and to the University of Arizona administration 
for financial encouragement.
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ABSTRACT

Language is historical. Language is sociolinguistic.
Language is empirical. Hindustani has these properties.

Language must change with its world. How? Through dynamic 
internal systemics and interaction of these (couplex) dynamics with 
situational variables (impinging languagess etc.). Language interacts 
with context because language takes concrete forms.

Hindustani's creole vocabulary shows that Hindustani results 
from historical sociolinguistic interactions. Hindustani’s functional 
phonetic system— a concrete, temporal aspect-- centers on articulatory- 
acoustic retroflexioni

Chapter 1 predicates a formalism to express language dynamics.
Chapter. 2 develops methodology for formally handling the 

historical sociolinguistics of language change and language develop
ment through contact. Application to developmental factors of 
Hindustani incidentally provides motivation for the recent adoption 
of distinctive stop-aspiration in American English. Factor maps 
("interaction-vector topologies") suggest pressures from Arabic for 
simple vowels in Indie and Iberian peers.

Chapter 3 proposes, on the basis of recent psycho-phonetic 
experimental evidence, the actual mechanism for phonetic influence 
upon historical sociolinguistic contact. Retroflexion is studied.



Chapter 4 integrates the matter with linguistic feature 
theoiy. Hindustani’s generalization of retroflexion suggests 
gradual linguistic adaptation to the high palatal arch that has 
been long developing in the human vocal tract.

Language is combinatoay: hence, dynamic.



CHAPTER 1

LANGUAGE DYNAMICS FORMALISM

Miile the»formal notation developed in this section is not, for 
the sake of simplicity, unduly elaborated in the course of the chapters 
that follow, it provides the theoretical basis for establishing 
verifiable historical sociolinguistic techniques for modern comparative 
linguistics. The matter just below, then, constitutes a formal 
statement of the underlying structure in studies utilizing empirical 
materials for linguistic study. These materials may be linguistic 
documents and/or measurements of the physical parameters of any 
linguistic materials, including speech, (whence verifiability).

Refer to C. .de Ram (1978a), " "Premises for a Linguistic 
Calculus", for the basis of the formalism, intended for natural, 
dynamic.systems. The rigorous theoretical foundations established in 
that work (a systematic analogue of exact-Number Theory) are extended 
by the present work. Hindustani and Language Dynamics develops the 
meaning and formal expression of those bases for a particular class of 
natural systems: the 'figured space’ of ever-dynamic natural languages.
The. historicization of the evolution of the Hindustani sociolinguistic 
coup lex is exceptional. This makes Hindustani singularly appropriate 
as the focus for this extended application of the dynamic approach 
to historical sociolinguistics.



2
Language Relatedness Defined

For languages and IL to have undergone mutual influence, to 
have therefore influenced each other in some degree, is hereby defined 
as their being related languages. Linguistic contact is prerequired 
for language relatedness as so defined. This may be stated formally in 
terms of languages which are functions of 1’linguistic space” as follows.

Comparativeness
Now there may be parts of language IL that are analogous to 

some parts of language A.. Where a symbolic convention representing 
analogy by z? is adopted, this may be described equivalently by the 
formal statement

with subscripts indicating given components of a larger configuration 
such as the whole range of language A^ which is a component itself of 
a larger configuration of languages as its subscript indicates.

languages represented by capital letters can be determined, not only 
relatedness but the more general comparative condition of similarity 
which includes parallel development as well as relatedness can be 
described as

representing similarity, and 3  (or c ) representing the 
inclusion of the entity on the small side in the greater one on the 
open side of the sign.

(1.1)

If equivalent domains within the ’’linguistic space” of the

omain (1.2)



But as noted above, influence rather than parallel development 
requires linguistic contact. This may be described formally as follows 
where the following conventions occur. The symbol * represents “is 
equivalent to", that is, * represents equivalence. That part of the 
characteristics of which is analogous to part of called b is 
denominated by %. Further, the superscript used is a compound symbol. 
It indicates application of a particular process ^  (where i is the 
usual general subscript of one of a series of components). Involving 
a function which is here called B̂ , then, the equivalent formal state
ment is:

Ai * ab . (1.3)
Languages are systemic and are a function of time (L̂  * f(t) ).

During a time interval of small scope centered around the 
momentary production of a linguistic form, reference is being made to 
a system (a natural system, usually), and formation of an observable 
form may be attributed to this referential complex of FUNCTIONAL 
SYSTEMATICITY. Temporality is implicit in this functionality, due to 
natural physical constraints or boundary conditions imposed by concrete 
existence; consequently the system must have the capability of being 
dynamic.

Scope of the Momentary Process. Empirical observation too is 
temporal. But the previous formal statement can readily specify 
empirical observation over a given time span tx . Where | m represents 
an evaluation procedure with regard to some function conponent (or 
variable) m, for instance, which is here a temporal interval or "time



scope", the linguistic domain brought into play could be described as
Ai | tx * ax » 0-4)

whereas
Bi| tz * bz >

and suppose
bz * ax

according to concrete or possibly systematic criteria. (These would 
be natural systemic criteria, not artificial criteria of models 
constructed as logical analogues to the natural system--a point that 
must not be lost sight of.) Then, although time is always a language 
variable, and whether the intervals of time tx and time tz are the 
same or not, the definitive statement can be made that the languages 
have shared some features or configurations. (This formal process is 
equivalent to partial differentiation.)

Boundary Conditions Limit the Functional Form. Among natural 
boundary conditions for concrete existence are two which potently 
affect language form and evolution. These are (1) increasing entropy 
(complexity), and (2) inevitable progression of time.

An example of the former is the evolution of increasingly 
complex organisms. According to Count (1975, p. 1), for instance, bio- 
theoretical considerations for evolution of the speech function involve 
first a "contextual frame: We premise information as negative entropy
(Boltzmann, Schrbdinger, et al.). Whence, animal organization is 
paraphrasable as a complex code of communication." (See also



Foster, Rapoport, and Trucco, 1957; Hockett, 1955, p. 216-217;
Pierce, 1961.)

As for the other bound, the time line, it is fairly generally 
held that it is due to a balance between the requirements of functional 
systematic!ty and the law of entropy that rates of change are stabilized 
in many language situations. (Outstanding among the many sources in 
point is one that has come to be considered a 1’landmark'* in the study 
of language change; Weinreich, Labov, and Herzog, 1968.) In the long 
run this progression of time lends continuity to sequential equilibria 
or "states". (That is, ax dm dt is often considered a
continuous function in the sense used in mathematics.) But it is not 
actually known whether this is a fully causative or a probabilistic 
continuity. The original logical positivist contention in the 
Rationalist age was that the boundary condition of progressive tempo
rality made all sequential states causatively related. This has been 
in this century increasingly altered so that it is now a probabilistic 
tenet (kbestler, 1964). Accordingly present formal conventions such 
as process p , equivalence * , and the symbolization of tentative
connection by an arrow-like form, namely ---■) , are to be considered
always qualified and tempered by probabilistic considerations. The 
statements in this formal notation, a "linguistic algebra", rather 
than being absolutely predictive/definitive in the manner of a 
numerical algebra, intrinsically allow for a latitude of "natural 
accidentals" or choice. This is obviously the sociolinguistic case: 
see Haynes (1975).



Formal Statement of Comparison Process. In sum, the original 
definitive statement may be put into formal notation. Where p can be 
a (multifold) comparison, an interaction among language configurations, 
a ’’product” (see discussion: Firthian "multiplication” forming sets of 
phone oppositions in Hindustani in Chapter 3 ), it is an operation.
But * represents here merely a linear statement of existence, and does 
not imply co-temporaneous existence. This allows statements such as 
the one just above regarding the sharing of comnon properties by certain 
languages, whether the properties were observables of the same epoch or 
not. The formal notation that is presently proposed is

f B,| - - )  * %  I * Z .t Ai | (1.5)
x x (x+y) (x+y)

For languages A. and B- to have undergone mutual influence, 
to have therefore influenced each other in some degree, is 
hereby defined as their being related languages. Linguistic 
contact is prerequired for language relatedness so defined.
This is a descriptive statement of a connection or comparison 
between the two systems which shows that they are related 
through sharing of certain domains of their linguistic 
space. The contact is obviously not necessarily direct 
contact. But the contact and its nature can be known of 
by historical criteria.

This statement can be verbalized. It can be read: "Language A
sub-/al/ evaluated at time sub-x. Process, Language B sub-/al/,
tentatively connects to Positive A^modified by process B̂ , evaluated
at time x plus y; Positive B^ to the power process A^ at t, x + y.”
In terms of specific variables, it might be expanded like this: A
might be Hindi, B, Urdu, and what is not shared among them at a later
date is dropped or at least not included in the terms of the right-hand



side of the formal statement. (Absence of the convention for incom
pleteness of statement would indicate it to be complete unless some 
special notation were adopted.) If, then, the right-hand side is not 
totally null, they have some degree of similarity, ^  . If they
are similar, they are related if they have shared sociolinguistic 
contact at some period.

Generalizability of Contrastive Appositions. This statement 
can be generalized to the comparison of more than two languages as 
observed over different time intervals. That is, where akin to discrete 
summation 3EL (sigma) and continuous integration J ~  (sigma) the symbol $ 
will be used along with previously stated conventions to represent a 
natural probabilistic totalling,

# $ Li |tj — -) $ * La** Lb | . (1.6)
r  'Formal differentiation will then reverse this.

Thematic factors which emerge from this formal operational tenet 
that languages can be compared are cohesion (+) and divergence (-). As 
a result of $ being a generalized process symbol representing not only 
actual language interaction but also comparison and "algebraic” testing 
of models1 systematic principles, the formal statement given above (1.5; 
1.6) is an operational tenet for comparing languages: i.e., it is the
basic operational principle for contrastive linguistics.

Thematic Factors Cohesion and Divergence. Applying a compara
tive evaluating process to languages "at moments about the same time"



(ty * tj) and then again later will show Lp the cohesion and divergence 
of the languages. In other words, the functional change of language 
systems— of some certain systems (i=a, i=b)— with data from measurements 
over relatively small intervals of comparable magnitude (t , t ; x~y) 
gathered to represent a relatively large interval of time (tz; z >> x) 
represent something very important. They represent functions of 
language change (Â  , or equivalently La , ), functions of
changing language configuration. Two such functions placed on a single 
graph will describe the degrees of similarity and difference between/ 
among the given languages over a considerable period, and hence map 
their cohesion and divergence over that time relative to the evaluational
criteria m. ( cf. mathematical "first derivatives").1

As languages are inherently teirporal, language study must 
comprehend time. In consequence conparative language studies are 
necessarily historical, and more, they are sociolinguistic. Conparative 
linguistics is then historical sociolinguistics because the social 
history of the speakers of the languages is what is codified by the 
languages. Anthropology takes this studied view (e.g., Kroeber 1948, 
etc.) as do semiotics (e.g., Sebeok 1974 , Weinreich 1966, p. 142ff., 
etc.); cross-language conversion (e.g., Newmark 1974, esp. p. 34); 
Indology (e.g., Cohn 1966 , esp. p. 7, 21, 22, 25, 26, 32). The 1884 
Hindustani dictionary of Platts (1974 reprint), for instance, is rich 
with social history intrinsic in the language itself. It inter-relates 
Indie, Arabic, Hindi and Urdu, and various dialects with 19th century



English, telling much about them and the people who communicated 
through their use.

Methods for Application to the Concrete Case, Topological 
and Statistical/Empirical. During sociolinguistic contact of many 
sorts cohesion is likely, although sociolinguistic factors such as 
prestige-language choices in schools (Misra 1973, Fishman 1974, 
Lambert 1972) may also contribute to pressures for separatism or 
development of conplementaiy language function (Ferguson 1971). The 
corollary of this is that under sociohistorical separation, languages 
tend to divergence, although the power of internal conservative 
dynamics is strong. .

Cohesion is to be measured if possible. Two such methods are:
(1) A Topological Method. In this the rigor of proofs using materials 
such as provided by dialectology is demonstrated by. the work of Masica 
(1976), for instance. The method is applied in the next chapter to a 
matter of Arabic vowel influence. The procedure involves the mapping 
of aspects of linguistic configuration, onto a partial linguistic space 
To form the properly representative topology, the aspects should be 
comparables on historical/structural-pro cessual grounds 0 % ^  ). 
(The meaning of process as a formative of empirical language forms is 
developed in the third chapter herein.)
(2) Empirical Comparabilities. Empirical measurements of speech 
sounds and articulations, and in general of, language percepts, provide 
reduplicable evidence of comparabilities or dissimilarities. They may 
also, like topologies, be graphs, such as spectrographs, radiographs 
(Roentgenograms), statistical distribution functions, etc. Evidencing
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various language percepts, things which, can be measured include hot 
only the speech sound but also the script ’’character”; these, both 
being semiotic media, work very similarly, but they are hot empiri
cally the same. Historical linguistic work of the last centuries 
(much of the comparative linguistics up through the time of Bloom
field) leaned heavily on the similarities of the processes of the 
two media. This matter is developed at appropriate exemplary junctures 
in the following material. Experiments on speech sound percepts are 
adduced in Chapter 3; sociolinguistic prestige assignments to certain 
script percepts are treated in the second chapter. The second 

" chapter begins from the mapping principles used in original works of 
the 18th century historical linguists and derives present methodology 
from them.

When both methods of the present technique for contrastive 
historical sociolinguistics studies are applied to a problem (here 

vs. Ly as a simple case of $L̂ , with one of the languages as 
Hindustani), the use of complementary but different data bases appears 
to provide a mode of verification or check. Thus linguistic study is 
made one of the ’’relativistid*sciences of dynamic natural systems of 
this age--an age of collation.



CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPMENTAL PATTERNS METHODS

Comparative studies are of inestimable value in studying and 
analyzing languages because of the different perspectives of different 
languages. The strength and uniqueness of the articulatoiy-acoustic 
principle of retroflexion in Hindustani, for instance, is brought out 
by contrasting its sound system with those of other languages.
The equivalent statement in the present formal notation is

^Hind |  ̂ $ ̂ i | . (2.1)

Contrastive Data and Hindustani 
The present-day pervasiveness of communications across distance 

and time urges universalization of the context in which Hindustani is 
studied. Such study is of course facilitated by that communication 
network and by the accompanying collection of documents. Often the 
documents are purely linguistic, whether written in script or recorded 
for aural playback from magnetic tape or records. But the language 
study of today in any case faces more varied data to be judiciously 
collated than did localist studies of years past. This scholarly 
collation is not just a matter of archives and retrieval. The theoret
ical issue of relativism vs. absolutism is involved.
The equivalent formal statement is

^ $ ^i versus I L1 " L2 I . (2.2)
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The essence of the matter is that objective evaluation of the data 
involves recognizing the sociohistorical context from which that data 
has come, and the sociolinguistic variables which it embodies.

Effects of Environmental Norms:
An Example from Hindustani Studies

The literature on Hindustani provides apparent contradictions 
in phonologies of Hindustani that differ, which is a case in point.
For these may not differ arbitrarily but in accord with the socio
linguistic context which engendered them (Lambert 1972). The works 
of Husain and Mahotra (Table 1) attest to the disparity in the phono
logical criteria of the scripts of Urdu and Hindi (as in the row of 
nasals). Script conventions, used regularly in converting the 
spoken basis of Hindustani to written form, imply sound percepts.
(This will be treated in the next chapter.) Consequently a disparity 
of theoretical criteria ensues from differences in the reference 
contexts of the analysts. To put the data into perspective such 
questions must now be asked as this one: Given that the learning of
the analyst is brought to bear in the process of analysis, is he 
conditioned to refer to conventions of an environment with a socio- 
historical norm of a script of the Araboid family or of a Devanagroid 
branch of what was perhaps once the same syllabic alphabet principle"*"

1. These terms are suggested and elaborated by Herrick (1974). 
He treats script variants like dialects, grouping them by affinity in 
families indicated by the suffix -old as above. For the appearance of 
a great variety of scripts, with some variants and tines, places, and 
transmission data, the compendium of Jensen (1969) may be consulted, or 
Diringer (1962), etc.



Table 1: Script Percepts Condition Hindustani Phonetic Percepts, Devanagri vs. Araboid vs. Romanoid
(Left side: Mahotra 1970 p. 1-2; Husain 1950 p. 6-9; Urdu added.) Boxes indicate text’s omission of
script character or compound. Whereas there are three types of h in Urdu Husain shows a single /h/ 
as in English; for one in Hindi (§ j_) Mahotra shows two in accorcl with Sanskrit grammar traditions. 
Husain’s missing elements’ places are Spanish n and 11 (circled), but lacking in English.___________
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but now differs in detail? Studying such questions incoiporates the 
relevance of sociolinguistic criteria or matrices of reference into 
the study of Hindustani. The greater the relevance of the field to 
human endeavor, the more useful its study.

The question posed essentially postulates environmental 
conditioning on the language user. That the answer to the question 
posed is an affirmative one is indicated by experiments on condition
ing. Experiments which may be cited as evidencing a language ’set* 
through the prejudicing of results in judging script symbols include 
the following: Lopez, Hicks, and Young (1974), "Retroactive Inhibition
in a Bilingual A-B, A-B* Paradigm," and Dillon and others (1973), 
"Release from Proactive Interference in Compound and Coordinate 
Bilinguals." The views of Misra (1973) regarding Hindustani jibe with 
this analysis offered by Lopez and Young (1974, p. 983): "In school
they are expected to learn in English, not Spanish. Consequently, 
they have not developed the elaborate coding strategies in Spanish 
that are necessary for rapid acquisition of verbal material." That is, 
the coding is conditioned by experience in a given language context.

Percept experiments often use a so-called forced-choice 
procedure based on unit characters of a script. In a cross-language 
framework there may arise anomalies in applying this, much as they do 
in the results of phonological criteria used by Mahotra and Husain.
The following is an example of such problems as can arise in applying 
percepts based on Romanoid as used in English, to Hindi. Unlike the 
exceptionally broad-based many-condition percept study done by
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Lisker and Abramson (1964), others have' deiign'edf to pmit all retiro- 
flexes. : (In "’Crosslanguage Stuĉ - of Perceptual Confusion of Plosive 
Phonemes in TWo Conditions of Distor tion" with reference to Hindi and 
English, the total of Biglish '̂ place" categories of'criteria (mg) for 
stops is covered; but the entire set of contrasts of retfoflexes vs. 
non-retroflexes is lost, and with it, one bit of information across the 
board. Mien retroflexion is included in the confusion matrix as a 
variable, the results do not agree for Hindustani: Ahmed and Agrawal 
1969, p.,763.) Thus different analyses based on different sets of 
script percepts show different things. And as far as Husain and 
Mahotra’s phonologies go, the view is shown to be justified that 
neither phonology is wrong; rather, they both describe important 
aspects of Hindustani. In this regard the collated information of 
Saran (1969) in the book India’s National Writing is of use. Taken 
together in the generalized' comparative context such differences Impli
cate the relativism of language and its percepts.
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Choice of Contrastive Standards
Environmental prejudices in the contrasted languages will 

therefore be reflected in the results of each study.
The equivalent formal statement is

^La  ̂ La I context . (2.3)

Biglish as the Contrastive Standard. Comparative linguistic 
studies of Hindustani using English as a contrastive standard are 
numerous. The historical circumstance of the colonization of India by 
English- speaking overlords originally afforded the need and opportunity 
for these studies. Sociolinguistic aspects of British militarism slant 
pre-independence tradition manuals like Chapman (1910); around 1930s: 
John (1960). Current effects of ensuing situational prejudice on the 
study of Hindustani are described by Pattanayak (1969) and Copal (1966).

The particular differences between the structures and manners of 
expression in the long- divergent language traditions of English (West 
Germanic) and Hindustani (Midland Indie) have also led to the enhance
ment of some properties of Hindustani and to the obscuring of other 
of its properties under the pressure of circumstances.

The nature of the contact, for exanple, created forces for the 
change of script percept as exemplified in the proposal by linguist 
Daniel Jones (1942) for the substitution of a Romanoid for the Devana- 
groid scripts in India itself. Results of historical sociolinguistic 
pressures may be seen in the evolution of the type-faces of India from 
reed-pen manuscript styles. Movement toward the Romanoid percept of



movable type with the use of unitary block letters on horizontal lines
rather than the use of lithographic offset possibilities characteristic
of Araboid printing in the same era may be attributed to post-Mughal
pressures. (This is indicated by the cutting of Bengali type fonts
between 1780 and 1788 by Britishers in Calcutta, reported by Kopf, 1969
p. 20, as. a first instance.) Formative pressures on Sanskrit, Arabic
and Urdu are described in the pleased introductory remark made in 1884
by Platts for his dictionary:

The Oriental types employed . , . fit together with compactness, 
and obviate, as far as possible, the unsightly and wasteful gaps 
between the lines usually found in books containing an admix
ture of Oriental and Roman types. These contrivances have 
materially increased the contents of each page;

declares Platts (1974 p. viii). Works such as Bender (1967) continue
such pressures. In contrast, the works of Naim with others (1975) and
of Aryan (1966) develop high standards for modem native script usages.

Sociolinguistic prestige factors have not particularly 
encouraged attention to two similar adaptations and their nature, 
however. Neglected questions relevant to Hindustani studies (and to 
percept studies), questions concerning these adaptations include these: 
When Arabic and Farsi conventions were adapted to Indian conditions, 
why was b  used for retroflexion? What remained stable when Pali and 
Jain scripts were adapted to conditions east of India where they were 
carried in the Ashokan era and in merchant migrations later during 
British Colonial overrule in those areas? (One of these areas of 
influence was Burma: see Toe 1896.) If justice is to be done to the
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documentation now available for contrastive studies such as Dani . 
(1963) and Pandey (1957) 3 the study of such topics as these can be 
most fruitful in contributing to fuller understanding of the nature and 
context of Hindustani.

Spanish as a Standard of Comparison. There are, of course, 
alternatives to using Biglish as the conrastive standard for studying 
Hindustani. One such tool is Tamil, which has immediate pragmatic 
value. (See Ganesan 1975) A little-used * investigative tool for 
Hindustani studies is Spanish. It is of course taken for granted in 
the field of Oriental Studies that the study of Hindustani is essential. 
The counterpart statement might be made of Hispanic studies, and for 
similar reasons. The comparison of Hispanic (Iberian and descendant 
Latin American languages) with Hindustani is all the more compelling.

By themselves Spanish and Hindustani (Hindi, Urdu) have more 
speakers than most of the languages of the world do. Spanish is thus 
a logical target language for increasing contacts with Hindustani in 
the "Third World", and it shares much with Hindustani in spite of their 
limited direct contact to date. The mutual intelligibility of Spanish 
and Hindustani with other widely known languages makes knowledge of 
their comparability important also. Not only Bengali, but Gujarati, 
Marathi, Bihari, etc. bear much affinity to Hindi-Urdu. Even the 
sharing of vocabulary and other linguistic structure with Farsi (Persiaa) 
and with Tibeti and Cambodian and of course with the various South 
Indian and Ceylonese Dravidian languages as well as with the Sanskrit 
scriptures known in those milieux is not inconsiderable.
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Similarly, the relation, of Spanish hot only to the mutually intelligi
ble Romance languages Portuguese, Catalan, Italian, French, Provengal 
and Romanian, but also the relationship between Spanish and the Amer
ind languages and the imported languages of the New World where the 
intrusive and government language matrix is now Spanish (or its 
Brazilian Portuguese cousin) as well as with languages having Latinate 
borrowings or Latin scriptures is a relation of considerable moment 
in the modem world (Kldss; ed., 197'4̂ Grimes ed"., 1974).
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Areal Pressures for Cohesion and Divergence

The comparability of the Indo-Aryan, here represented by 
Hindustani (Hindi, Urdu), and the Iberian, here represented by the 
Hispanic, is far greater than would be probable merely from parallels 
of independent invention.
The equivalent formal statement of this is

The salient comparabilities arise, in a sense, largely from socio- 
historical links (as will be outlined herein). But over the long term 
also the definitive tendencies or pressures in the internal dynamics of 
the languages have produced likenesses of configuration in the two 
systems. Thus comparison of them on the basis of their empirical 
properties and their historical, sociolinguistic matrix fields points 
out transfers as well as analogous development leading to forms and 
usages that seem to be but facets of one cultural confluence. Phone 
and morph data is to be found in the much fuller exposition of C. de 
Ram (1975), but for the present purposes a brief sketch of the back
ground which Hindustani-speaking and Spanish-speaking peoples share 
suffices to illustrate long-term Indian influence afar, and the 
particular indigenous influences on Hindustani also.

Since the public noting of far-reaching language structure 
relations by Sir William Jones of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 
1786, it is commonly held that from a Proto-Indo-European source 
(P.I.E.) stems the whole family of Indo-European languages, including

>min. (2.4)
Hind Hisp
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of course Hindustani and Spanish.
The equivalent formal statement of this is

$ L C  Aa P ( Aj. P
 ) *Ai * P.I.E. (2.5)

The theory, now sipported by evidence gathered in massive amounts 
(which will be illustrated presently), is that the menfoer languages or 
1 dialects * of this family have inherited in common a core of word roots 
and affixes, case moiphology, and principles for the arrangement of 
their meaningful linguistic elements (i.e., syntax and pragmatics). 
Difference among the member languages, it is held, results from the 
modification of the proto-Indo-European core over time. Into the 
regions where the users of the (modified) current core have migrated, 
they have carried it along. Thus it has been exposed to the influences 
of other realms, often realms of other linguistic stock.



Representing Language, Relationships 
in Historical Sociolinguistics

Languages being functions of time (as discussed in Chapter 1), 
to describe something of their evolution, a chronology is proper.

A Chronology
Trager and Smith provide "A Chronology of Indo-Hittite" (1950 

p. 64). To this chronology may be added some indication of cultural 
contacts during the middle periods of Indo-European development. The 
combination is given as Figure 1. It was during these crucial periods 
that the Hindustani and Iberian "dialects of Indo-European" came to 
their present identities.
Where X is an unknown from the new realm the equivalent formal 
statement is

Ai| tx ) * Aa|t(x+y) * Ab | t(x+y) * A: lt(x+y)
* ^(tfx+y) ^ ' ' (2-6)

with the three dots representing the known presence of something left 
unspecified. Rather than subscripts as in the formal statement, Trager 
and Smith use labels North, West, and South, which imply the diatopical 
effects of areal unity or separation (both within a time scope and for 
a|t(x+y) > which is specifically diachronic). This may be noticed in 
the following chronology.



V

3500 B.C.

2500 B.C. 

2300 B.C. 

2200 B.C.

1800-1500

800-500 B 
1 A.D.

711 A.D.

1400 A.D. 
1600 A.D. 
1950 A.D.

Figure 1:
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Indo-European Base: P. I.E.I
Indo-Hittite

Hellenic
TocEaFian"
West

B.C.

I.E.

I.E.

I.E.

North
C. Germanic 
Baltic Slavic

English

Anatolian

Armenian 

Indo- Iranic

South
Latin
Iberian

DRAVID

BASQUE

ARABIC
Hispanic, Hindustani

Migration to Americas
Romani /Hindui TURK

Indie 1 Education Migration’

Development of Indo-European Languages: A Chronology
(After Trager and Smith 1950 p. 64, with additions in 
capitals or underlined)
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Progressive Differentiation: Genetic vs. Areal

Standard Indo-European heritage tree graphs unfortunately do 
not clearly show any reasons for divergence of Indo-European 'dialects® 
in distant regions. Neither do they indicate factors other than 
genetic which might stimulate convergent development in branch 
'dialects®. The problem may be illustrated with a few tables that 
have intrinsic value to the study of Hindustani in a contrastive 
context.

Material from a popular dictionary on Indo-European, for 
instance, will be found in Table 2 (for a ^ I g ^  Such tables 
draw upon studies of correspondences of grammar and of letters in 
cognate morphs. These are exemplified by Table -3 and Figure 2,

The popular tree, however, is presented with logical positivism 
(Lehrer 1974 p. 4), as if it dealt with clear lines of descent among 
unitary languages. It is not qualified by scholarly considerations, 
unlike the more detailed tree graphs of Kelkar and Chatter) i which 
will be presented. Chatterji’s scholarly notation above his graph of 
the Iranian, Bar die, and Indie branches of Indo-European isf in contrast 
rather guarded: Chatterji (1972 , p. 4) qualifies the tree by saying,
•’The relationship among the various Iranian speeches seems to be as in 
the Table below (A. Meillet, ’Grammaire du Vieux Perse,® Paris, 1914,5; 
Sten Kbnow in A.W.R. Hoemle's MS, 'Remains of Buddhist Literature 
found in Eastern Turkestan,' Oxford, 1916, pp. 237-238; LSI., X).”
A detailed chart; (Fig. 3) presented by Hall (1974,p. 14) for Romance 
languages. may be compared in its presentation with the dictionary ’ s.
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Table 2' Genetic Relations, of Indo-European Languages
(After Random House -Dictionary 19# frontispiece i except that ’dead* 
languages are not here parenthesized; slightly rearranged for typing)
0 indicates that no direct descendants exist s : indicates descendance«

Proto-Indo-European (daughters underlined)
Hittite 0 Indo- Iranian Greek Armenian --  : ' Albanian

. “ Todiarian 0
. Indie Iranian"

Sanskrit. Scythian.
Pali. Avestan: Pashto.

Prakrit, Old Persian:
Gujarati, Persian,
Marathi, Kurdish, -
Hindustani, Ossetic,
Hindi, Baluchi,
Urdu, etc.
Bengali,
Bihari, .

' Sindhi,
Bhili,
Rajasthani,
Panjabi, • ,
Pahari, . '
etc.

Celtic: Gaulish, Biythonic,
Germanic: Goidelic. - "Cornish,

East: Gothic 0 0. Ir.: Welsh,
North: 0. West Norse: Icelandic, Faroese; M. Ir.; : Breton.

Norwegian. Manx,.
0. East Norse: Norwegian; . Irish,Swedish, Danish. y Scots Gaelic

West: Anglo-Frisian: 0. English, _
Middle English,
English.

' . German: Low (land): 0. Saxon: Plattdeutsch0. Low Frank: Dutch, Flemish, African Dutch.
High (land): 0. High: M. High: Frank,Bavarian,

Swiss,
Alemanic,
Alsatian,
German,
Yiddish,
Pennsylvania Dutch.

Baltic: >• • Italic
Lithuanian Oscan 0 
0. Prussian Umbrian 0 
Lettish Old Latin:

Slavonic: Latin,
East: French,
Russian, Spanish,
Ukranian. Italian,
South: Portuguese,
0. Church Rumanian,
Slovene: Catalan,

.. Serbo- Provencal,
Croatian, etc.
Bulgarian.

West:
Polish,
Serbian,
Czech,
Slovak,
etc.
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Table 3: Collating Data: 

Indo-European)
Cognate Adpositional Morphs (in 1 Southern’

Correspondences of letters in cognate morphs are taken to prove genetic 
relations: ’’Quasi-prepositions of Sanskrit which have passed into
Greek,Latin, and Spanish, becoming full-fledged prepositions.” (Bescott 
1961 p. 11)*
HINDUSTANI SANSKRIT
Urdir Sanskritized Hindi

antar
antiS’ .api
pac-ca
pari
p r ^
tpa
(ad)

GREEK LATIN SPANISH

inter+ entre+
ante+ ante+
a, ab, abs+ a+
post* pues+
per+ por+ (pgr
pro+ por+ pro)
sub+ SO+
(ad+) (ad+)

a. Notes:
P indicates Platts (1974) as source. T indicates Turner (1966).
The ’ + ’ indicates the closest juncture. (Cf. Dil 1964 p. 33-44 for a 
treatment of Hindustani tense ’’suffixes” without regard to the inclu
sion of one, two, or more conventional "word boundaries!*)
The word "adposition”, used in the title of this table, shows the same 
essential meaning of ”ad+” as Indie descendants show for *ad- according 
to Turner (1966 p. 10). It is possible to assume therefore that Latin 
and Spanish cognates of *ad- are ad+ .
The remainder of the information in the table is found on page 11 of 
Hescott (1961) except for the Spanish item a from page 41. Devanagri 
forms are corroborated by Christian Brothers(1965 p. 178-9) and Whitney 
(1931# p. 396). Spanish pues from post is corroborated by Real Academia 
(1973 p. 549): Hescott’s work appears to be accurate.
The interconversion of antar, antash and ant ah indicated by Platts (p.87) 
might e:xplain the lack of a Greek form separate from'*-Vft for Latin 
inter. Hindustani has so many forms with sounds similar to anti that 
interference may have diminished it: e.g., feminine demonstrative pro
nouns /itnii, utnii/ etc. for ’’this many/much” and "that many/much” regp. 
Also from Arabic f/Vnazam/ ’’join, range” are /intizaam/ as "prearrange”, 
etc.
Since script conventions for a given word with the cognate shown may 
vary, an entry such as entre+ applies to both entre nosotros ("in be
tween us”) and entreabierto ("between open and closed"), just as antar+ 
applies to /antar yaamii/ T'in the world”, "omnipresent”) and to 
/antariiya(h)/ ("inner"). That is, + indicates pre- or post
positioning regardless of where the word boundary is written.
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18x

Baltic SlavicGermanic

Albanian
Tocharian

IndieR e l a t i o n s h i p  M ount
Greek

Iranian

12 16ISOOLOSS

1. centum | satem [right] (§11.12)
2. ~ss~ | -st-, -//- [right]
3. aoa j o, <5d | 5 [inside]
4. eao j a [inside]
5. j | Zt [inside]
6. CVRC  | CRVC  [inside] (§ 4.18) ,
7. |[ in s id e ] (§§18.13, 18.16)
8. e-\ 0 ‘ past* [left, outside] (§ 19.10)
9. -osyo ‘genitive’ [right, inside]

10. -r | -i ‘present’ [right, outside] 
(§ 19.10)

11. -m-1 -bh- ‘case marker’ [below]
12. -to-1 -mo- ‘ordinal’ [below]
13. -u ‘ imperative’ [inside] (§ 19.10)
14. pro ti | poti ‘preposition’ [inside]

15. secondary endings (without no. 10 -t) 
[below] (§ 19.10)

16. feminine nouns with masculine cod
ings [inside]

17. -ad ‘ ablative’ | ‘genitive’ [inside]
18. new tense system from perfect 

[insjde] (Chapter 12)
19. umlaut [inside] (§ 4.5)
20. -wtv-, -jj-1 stop +  w, /  [outside]
21. -ggj-1 -ddj- [right] (no. 20)
22. laryngeals as Zz’s [inside] (§ 12.4)
23. uncontracted reflexes of sequence 

*y H  [inside]
24. unit pronouns | particles +  enclitic 

pronouns [inside] (§§ 19.8, 19.9)

Figure 2: Cohesion and Divergence in Grammatical Features of "Dialects"
of Indo-European from Core: A Sketch of the Data Base
(After Anttila 1972 p. 305)
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Gracchan
Proto-Romance

Proto-S Romance 
(4 Sardinian Dialects

Classical Latin

Proto-Continental 
Romance

xP-Italo-Westem P-Balkan
Romance /  Romance

Proto-Wes tern 
Romance

Proto-Central
Romance

Proto-Italo- 
Romance

4 Italian 
Dialects

Dalmatian

AromumanIstro- 
Roumanian

/&Proto-Ibero-RomanceSouth Ibero-Romance 
I Ibero-Mo zarabe 
Proto-North Ibero-Romance:

X  '—West:
E.g., E.g.,

Central:
Gallego, 
Portuguesa

Castellano
("Spanish")

East:
E.g.; y.Catalan,
Valenciano

P-South-
Gallo-
Romance
4 South
French
Dialects

Borrows by 
Albanian
P-Moesian
Roumanian

Macedo-
Roumanian

Proto-Gallo-
j

X

P-North 
French 
(

4 North
French
Dialects

oto- 
Roumanian \P-Daco-
Roumanian
4 Daco-
Roumanian
Dialects

Romance
P-North-
Gallo-
Romance

\
P-Rhaeto-
Romance

\Friulian,
Ladin,
Romansh
Dialects

Figure 3: Development of Literary "Spanish" and the other Romance
Languages

(After Hall 1974 p. 14; minor rearrangements)
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Furthermore, ’standard1 presentations do not always agree.
The treatment of Baltic as a separate branch from Slavic as in Table 3 
rather than as Balto-Slavic is one such matter of variability. The 
including of more detail regarding Germanic than regarding Indie in 
the same table is indicative of areal pressures. And interestingly, 
whereas English is sometimes grouped in the Lowland Germanic branch, 
the source of the table separates English from all varieties of German, 
perhaps under the pressure of circumstances such as World Wars I and 
II and the orientation of the audience to which the genetics implicit 
in the other graph were considered in need of euphemistic treatment 
(cf. Candelaria, 1958 p. 34; Fig. 2 from Lehmann 1973,p. 136). That is, 
effects of sociolinguistic suppression as well as enhancement may 
appear in contrastive data, and judicious appraisal of the sociolinguis
tic context involved is necessary for generality in comparative 
linguistics. In general caution is needed in interpreting simplistic 
language relationship schemes. Even the apparently clear Indo-Hittite 
appearing at the top of Trager and Smith’s Chronology involves a 
controversial hypothesis put forward by Sturtevant (e.g.,1947, p. 160-167). 
The equivalent formal statement of the latter would be

*Li L I.E. ^ L Hitt " (2e7)
It may have been noted that the popular table is an exanple of 

the interlinear typesetting technique, and the array of I.E. preposition 
forms pretends to Praguian (Prague 1964) discrete elements. But the 
distinctive branch morphophoneme grouping is virtually a topology. Like 
Trager and Smith,Hall uses semantic qualifiers, criteria for languages
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denominated as regional dialects (e.g., Gallego from the province of

z zGalicia), or perhaps social ones (e.g., Ibero-Mozarabe, ’’Mozarabic11 of 
Iberia, a creole replete with Arab— “Moorish”— conventions).

Now if the interlinear principle of typesetting is modified, 
the tree-graph can assume the form shown in Figure 4 below:

Italic Greco P.I.E.
Italo

Albanian 
Greek ^

Celtic .CelticAryan-Greco-Italo
Iranian

IndoIranian 
Indie _

Figure 4: Indo-European Genetic Tree in the Original Stammbaum
Form of August Schleicher

(After Lehmann 1973, p. 136; reversed)
The Stammbaum (German, “steimdng-tree") is by mathematico-logical 
criteria a (non-binary) multidirectionally branching tree-graph, with 
divergence vs. connection being descendance-splitting vs. subfamilies.

Then the linguistic influence of cultural contact can be 
intimated by modifying the Stammbaum. Lines may indicate sub groupings. 
Hoenigswald so superimposes indicators of areal contacts (Figure 5).
Yet even while introducing the presence of non-Indo-European stocks 
implicitly, this diagram has, unlike Figure 6, not incoiporated them
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Finno-Ugric Lithuanian

Slavic
Celtic

Italic
Albanian

Germanic - 
Greek P.I.E.

Indie
Dravidian Semitic

African
Figure 5: Areal Affiliation Indicated by Areal Superpositions

on Indo- European Genetic Tree
(After Hoenigswald 1960, p. 58 ff.)

URAL ALTAIC FINNO-UGRIC
BASQUE

Lithuanian 
"'"Slavic

Celtic 
Albanian

Italic —
AMERIND

'T u rk ic
Iranian

Indie
SINO _ TIBETAN

DRAVIDIAN
AUSTRONESIAN y 
(MALAYO-POLYNESIAN)(

SEMITIC 
(AMrfARIC N 
Devanagroid) ' mGm -
BANTU CONGO

Figure 6: Areal Affiliation Technique Extended to Indicate 
Interactions Among Various Language Stocks
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explicitly as influences, so the reasons for the lines are lacking. 
(Appraisal of the data suggests that perhaps exclusive in-group 
sociolinguistic pressures have been applied not only to Germanic but to 
Indo-European as a whole.) The next step taken is, of course, incorpo
rating these influences into the configuration. Dravidian and Semitic 
are connected historically to Indie. For Hispanic as for Indie, Semitic 
is represented by Arabic, but for Germanic, which has moved into the 
area between them (during colonial contact), Semitic is represented 
instead by Hebrew, as the evolution of Yiddish attests. (One may 
refer to the dialect work of Weinreich on Yiddish.) That such a 
grouping step is valid is shown to be the case by the existence of 
Araboid congener scripts for Indie (Urdu script) and Iberia (Aljamia: 
not widely discussed, this script is illustrated in Figure 7 following). 
The line connecting the respective entities in the graph is a syniboli-, 
zation that Arabic (in this case) represents a conrnon, cohesive 
influence between the Indo-European of the Iberian and the Indian 
peninsulas.
The equivalent statement is

. (2.8)
^ Hind



(f. i r.) H  A D I C  D E  Y U C U F ,  
• 'Alaylii a^alam

2

3

4

Figure

III CM I A L L A  H I A I IK A I IM A N I  A L R A Il lM  1 1 'i
Low»»nvciiln ail-Aljali-, cl-allo ycx I henladvvi), 

mirrruhi i IxonjiMido. .xvilor dvrvytcro, 
f'ranko i poderoxo, prdenador xcrtero.

Gnran yex el xu poder, todo cl inuiido abarka, 
non xa 1c enkubre koxa kc en-cl inuiido naqka, 
xi kiyerc en la in |a ]r  ni en loda la kontarka 
niy-cn kt tiycrra p'rLcta niy-en la b"lanka.

Fagobox a xabcr, oyadex, m ix atnadox, 
lo ke konteqiyo en los tiycnpox paxadox 
a Jako [i a Y]u<;uf i-ya xux diyex crmanox; 
bor kodi\'iya [i enbijdya obi-Vron a xeycr malox.

Por kc f Jako amajba a Yfiguf por marahclla 
por ke era nino ... dc orclla (?)

7: Araboid Old Spanish: Al-jamia
(After Menendez Pidal 1952, p. 151 
right, p. 51 transliteration above)

7ST c? •*/ /v /vzc ̂  <

A,-.
t-



Stem (1974) considers that the recognition of the earliest 
written Spanish was long delayed by pro-North-European sociolinguistic 
pressures for exclusive use of the Romanoid script. The earliest 
appears as xarchas , vernacular last-verses, which were written in 
Araboid. This script, called Al-jamia, differs from Urdu in that it 
uses the conventions of Maghrebi (Western Araboid: see Aziza 1973). A 
full study of the di fferences between Urdu adaptations such as the use 
of ^ for retroflexion, and Spanish adaptations which generalized the 
use of J? for ts_ would be a way to investigate the reasons for the 
particular descriptors now in use. Factors particular to the structures 
of the languages (nu), as well as areal continuities may be expected to 
be contributive. Script pressures on the phonetic system of Spanish 
must be assumed. Note that Araboid has three letters used for 
representing all vocalics and vowels: alif, waw, and (bari) ye, corre
sponding to the extremes of backness, frontness, and height of the vowel 
continuum. (See Navarro Tomas 1972, C. de Ram 1975) Like xarchas, Urdu 
verses preceded modem Urdu prose (Ali and others 1970; Flemming 1977). 
Further study would indicate more about the literary forces on Hindus
tani through this source, obviously an influence for convergent develop
ment.

Note also how Balochi is in the pre-Islamic Arabic area shown 
by Ceadel (1953 p. 52). This may explain why Balochi as shewn by Barker 
Rahman and Mengal 1969) is quite similar to Urdu and how Urdu could have 
sprung up immediately when Mahmud of Ghazni crossed the Himalyas into 
the Indie valleys (1000 A.D. ff.) It may be that, in the context of
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Arabic as a formative as pointed out by the apposition of Hispanic 
and Indie, a history for Hindustani that is longer than convention 
has had it, is predicable.

LAr ^ LAry  ̂ ^Baloch-Sind  ̂^Baloch * LHind * LSindhi *

(2.9)

(C€JL>TrtM- AS/A)

XHoTArO

ttlStT)
BAaxrrii<S AwUckr7

Figure 8: Indie Contiguity
(After Ceadel, ed. 1953, p. 52) Levin (1971) is replete with data 
for developing the problem.
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Geographic Separation in Indie: .
The Case of the Hindu-i Gypsies

A detailed figure for Indie is presented by Kelkar (1968 p.4;
Figure 9). It uses a grouping technique similar to that of Figure 6.
Kelkar notes well-worn communication channels by broken lines.
Geographic separation is indicated by two devices in this figure.
Double lines represent mountains (at the top), jungles (above Oriya),
and sea (above Sinhalese). Generally geographic distance is represented.
by spatial separation throughout the graph. But the double lines above
Romani indicate the removal of many of the Romani - speakers from the
Indian area to the other extreme of Islamic territory, arriving there
just at the time of decline of the Moors (los moros). The Rom had
apparently left the Indie region at the time of the massacres of the
Iranian plateau populace by the "Golden Horde". Thus they carried a

/form of early Hindu-i or Hindustani (Borrow 1901; Yoors and Lopez 1974, 
Burckhardt 1972; Chandola 1970, Naim et al. 1975). As Kelkar*s diagram 
shows, Romani was a kind of Khaii Boli-like spoken language, the 
Iberian group calling themselves Zincalx̂  (Sind-Kali people). (On the
Khari Boli and village Di Hatti re formal Hindi/Urdu see Southworth 
1971.) Of course neither Romani nor Khari Boli is unitary (YOors and 
Lopez 1974, Borrow 1901; Gumperz 1958;.etc.).

This discovery is of some significance to the study of Indian 
influence, for it indicates that the Hindustani language was in direct 
contact with Spanish just at the crucial pre-standardization period of 
Iberian languages (e.g., Alonso 1962). Language interaction between
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Afghoni

Persian —

Pashto -t
Balochi

Dardic
dialects

xOther 
Iranian 
dialects of 
the border

Kashmiri

— — Lahnda
Sindhi s Panj abi
Bangaru '̂Khari Boli

"'Avadhi-----

Pahari
Nepali

Raj as thani---Braji\i Malvi Bundeli Bagjieli 
CChattisgarhi

Gujerati

Bhojpuri ---
Magahi

SinhaleseMarathi
Konkam

Maithiliii Assamese
!Bengali

Romani
(Gypsy)

Khari Boli 
Regional Dakhani

Strong contemporary contact: "linguistically intershading"
Contemporary (geographical) separation of genetic peers

Figure 9: Areal Affiliation and Separation Schema of Kelkar
(1968 p. 4) Distribution indicates geo-political dialectal cohesion 
and differentiation factors. This configuration is changing due to 
current language policies in post-partition India and Pakistan as Kelkar 
somewhat ruefully notes on page 16. Note how well the diagram portrays 
the content of the 1926 tables of Chatter j i (1972).
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Iberian and Indie in Goa constitutes a converse case: early-modem
Iberian influence on Indie. Indian pluralism has apparently obviated 
any major incorporation of Goan creole into the present standard, 
which is somewhat paradoxical. Since that epoch the normative "Spanish 
Academy" [La Academia Real) has acted consistently as a conservative 
force on the Hispanic language, both in Iberia and throughout Latin 
America. Consequently, it is very possible that Spanish is more like 
Hindustani than any other non- In do- Iranian Indo-European language.

What the community-lines in the figures mean in terms of 
concrete sociolinguistic artifacts or documents can be fairly well 
established. The question is in formal terms the following:

%i * ny for £ Lat I f2-10)
^Hisp ny

The significant factors were literary works, composers and translators 
in Mozarabe creoles, and the provincial courts and schools along with 
their contemporary counterparts in other [urban̂  areas which exchanged 
visitors with them, and generally the movements and intermixing of 
speakers of particular dialects. (One such was Ibn Battuta.) The 
material on the evolution of Middle Indian dialects such as that from 
Kelkar at the end of this chapter appears to show the same concrete 
components. (These would not have been the same in all comparative 
sets: they imply feudal pluralism in literary societies.)
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yjiguistic. Influence: Solutions by

Mathematical Mappings
The approach to the problem just presented of representing

language relations may also make use of the overlapping set-theory 
diagram known as the Venn diagram to imply distinctness and areal 
associations among language groups. But as in the work of J. Schmidt 
back in 1872 (Figure 10), some violence is done to the Romanoid 
principle of horizontal interlinearity:

Figure 10: Indo-European Dialectology Dip licit in the ’Wave Theory*

(After Lehmann 1973, p. 62)

This approach is like that of Figure 2 in that it uses areas to 
represent inter-relations of a certain kind. It is also then in 
essence a topology. This convention has the distinct advantage of

of J. Schmidt, 1872

being able to clearly show overlaps of various degrees. 
The equivalent formal statement is

9 (2.11)
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where the symbol dt indicates some kind of proportionality being 
established. It may be verbalized as follows: ''Proportionality
applied to the totalled language evolution functions evaluated 
according to linguistic criteria m (at times given), exists."

This approach to the problem of representing language relations
r 'through the use of geometric areas to show 1 spheres of influence’ of 

geographical and other factors (which should be made the various 1%) 
has a strong theoretical consideration in its favor. Although the 
diagram is two-dimensional in its,present common form, it is in reality 
a topological mapping of the configurations which the items under study 
have assumed at a given juncture or time. It is a set-theory Venn 
diagram (but special premises specifying the proper basis for natural 
dynamic systems should underlie its use for aught but the truly abso
lute numerical as noted in C. de Ram 1978a). As. such, the description 
can in turn be mapped topographically or mathematically onto geographic 
maps or other such. This is in fact what is done in dialect geographies. 
In the dialect geography or linguistic atlas a number of factors are 
collated by this procedure. Since this is in essence a mathematical 
procedure it can be as exact as the data.

In this wise, the two parts of Figure 11 may be adduced. These 
exemplify the use of the topological factor map as demonstration or 
proof that the maximal area of Arabic residence during Islamic 
ascendance (711-1600 A.D.) correlates with the emergent tendency for 
a certain phonetic. system. This system is characterized by open 
syllables without consonant clusters but with a simple vowel triad 
/a, i, u/ : This 'vowel triangle* is taken by the authority Navarro



Figure 11: Language Maps of Dialectal Characteristics of Iberia Show Phonetic Results of Arabic
Residence: Pressure for Open Syllables Without Stop Clusters, and for Strength atComers of ’Vowel Triad'
(After Lapesa 1955 interleaves p. 136, p. 128)

Key to a:

LA EXPANSION CASTELLANA
■ — w  LiMiTE DC LOS E3TADOS CHiSTiANOS HAClA 950.

Id, oc Id. en los siglos X III y  X IV .
. LfMlTES m o d ld n o s .

WMMW** LiMITE3 DEL VA3CUENCE HACIA 950.
PqiMiriVA ZONA DE DiALECTO CASTELLANO.

> DEC ION E5 CUYA CASTELLANIZAClON SE HALLABAI -1 IN i Cl ADA 0 AVAN Z A DA EN <200.
|| ||1  | R eg IonES CASTELLANIZAbAS EN EL SiOLO X III.
fT T -n  REOIONE3 CABTELLANiZADAS DE3DE IL SlGLoXJV 
X/.l A  EN ADELANTE.
C -Z -\ A r e a s  a c tu a le s  d e l leones y  adagones. 

I..; ', :1 Reg'iones BiLinoUES.

Key to b:

PRIMITIVA REPARTICION DE ALQUNOS  
CARACTERES FONETICOS DIFERENCIALES

— ---LiMiTE DE LA ESPARa CRiSTi AN A HAClA 950.
  EXTENSidN PR[MlTlVA DE LOS. DlPTONOOS
L. ■ wo, we , wa,<o , te , la  .

[| 1111111 DiPTONOAcidN dec!) y e ante yod.
[ 2 2 3  PALATALlZACldN DE LOS OBUPOS iNldALES pi, d ,  fl>

I I REDUCCidN DE LOS DlPTONOOS 01,011, a 6,0.
I' I CoNSERVACl'dN DE LOS DlPTONOOS 01,01,01,011.
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Tomas and others to be the basis of the Hispanic vowel system (e.g., in 
Navarro Tomas 1972 which is the 17th edition), and the use of 
predominantly open syllables in a syllable-timed prosody. (On this 
latter see Navarro Tomas 1968.) The Hispanic contrast case would thus 
indicate that in (Southern) Indo-European where overlap with Arabic 
occurred for some duration, forces for language change were in a 
certain direction. They comprised therefore a sort of 'vector* complex 
resultant from the balances in the contrasting linguistic systems, or 
perhaps components of that balance. Perhaps Grierson's material (in 
the Linguistic Survey of India 1919) would provide the only source 
adequate to study the similar case in greater Indie regions. But such 
a study would contribute to the meaning of Hindustani, certainly, just 
as does the analogous work of Masica (1976). In his book Defining a 
Linguistic Area: South Asia he uses syntactic criteria rather than
phonetic criteria or script-related phonological ones.
The equivalent formal statement is

(mi herein *  ̂} ^  (mi Masica * order confluences). (2.12)

This may be seen in the figures used in his work. (Refer to Figure 12.)



Composite of Select 
Distributions Super
imposed Key:

domain of 2d. 
causatives

(boxes)
/////

+++++

first causa
tives only
Adjective + 
Noun order
Past Gerunds
Explicator- 
Conpound Verbs
Dative-Subj ect 
construction

(gray) OV word order”
Since subjects are oft 
implicit in verb ending 
Spanish surface order 
is often OV with pronoun, 
e.g., Le yi (3ps-0 Ips-V). 
On causative equivalents 
for Hindustani see C. de
Ram 1976.

%

Explanations

r
What possible explanation can lie behind this strange but apparently 
quite definite configuration? Admittedly, this question is hard to 
discuss intelligently without reference to data concerning the history of 
the configuration, especially clues to the directions o f its expansions or 
contractions, if  any, and that inquiry has been deliberately postponed. 
All that can be done here is to list — and criticize — a few possibilities. 
(The “Northern Eurasian linguistic area," like a number of others, was 
first set up on a phonological basis [Jakobson 1931]. It should be 
pointed out that in this respect it does not form a common unit with 
the Indian area, its characteristic marks intruding only as far as 
Kashmiri. The larger configuration is based rather on syntax, mor
phology, and semantics.)

First, there is the genetic explanation: certain languages resemble 
each other because they are in fact related. |

Figure 12: Masica* s Topology of Syntactic Criteria of Language Relation
(From Masica 1976 p. 180-1 with Map 7.)
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Representing Interchange

Contrastive data once garnered implies not only cohesion and 
divergence with the dispersion of groups using a given language or 
languages. At any time, especially under pressure of geographic, 
temporal, social separation, language dynamics may be altered by 
interaction. Language dynamics may be altered by the incursion of 
other-language structures, for instance (Traugott 1972). To study 
these interactions the impinging influences should be recognized. The 
question addressed is therefore "How can language contact be indicated 
in general?'

In this final section of this chapter a solution is derived 
from principles used by noted Indologists and linguists and applied to 
Hispanic and Hindustani. The aptness of Hispanic as a contrastive 
standard shows in that both are characterizable within a single 
historical sociolinguistic system.

Rays and Vectors in Arrays
In this section the use of array topologies where time is a 

variable is illustrated. The array of phones is analogous to the 
array of sociohistorical linguistic entities.

Arrows for Cohesions. Arrows represent cohesion in Chatterji's 
arrays of Indo-Iranian-Dardic. However, in the (pre-1926) study of this, 
which he dubs "Aryan", Oiatterji uses arrows only for cross-influences 
among the family members using the Indo- European core as discussed.
In the arrays of Figures 15-17 the regional differentiation of the 
divisions or branches of "Aryan Speech in India" are represented.
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Indo-Iranian 
(Aryan)

Iranian Dardic* Indie*

Persic
Group Bactnan? 0 

Medic?)
Scythic 
Group

Pas to 
?Balochi

Sogchan

Old Persian 
) Ossetic 

YaghnobiMiddle 
Persian 
(Pahlavi)

)New Persian 
with Tajik!

Chaldeo
Pahlavi

Orrauri

East Iranian 
so-called T North AryanT 
Old Khotanese 
(?Kusana or Saka speech)

Ghalca (Pamir) Dialects 
(Wakbi, Sighnl,^ 
Sariqoli, Iskasairii, 
Munjanl, Yiidgha )

Kurd
Dialects

Persian
Dialects
of the North 
and Centre

Bargista

The subgroups other than Persic are sometimes classed together 
as ’Medic,* in the sense of ’non-Persic. ’

Figure 13: Indo-Iranian (Aryan), the Iranian Development
(After Chatterji 1970 p. 4; Dardic and Indie development 
in succeeding graphs.)
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Dardic Group

Indo-Iranian 
^  jAiyan)

Iranian
Group

# •

Indie or Indo-Aryan Group
Oldest Indo-Aryan: Vedic
Dialects, c. 1500 B.C.? 1200B.C.? 
E. Afghanistan; ?Kasmir;
Panjab; ?N.W. Ganges Doab

*• e" Spoken Dialects, c. 1200-700 B.C.* * Gandhara, Panj 9b, Upper Ganges Valley
X  Udicya 
Panjab)

(Gandhara,
(North-West) N SW Mid E S 

* * * * *

/ Kharosthi 
/ and other NW. 
inscriptions y \  
from Aioka /  \
downwards *

/ Kekaya, Madra,

I
\l
I
?Prakrit 
Speech of 
IQiotan 
Documents

Takka etc.

Literary 
Dialect 

(Brahmapas)
Based on the Speeches 
of the North-West, 
and West Midland

iSanskrit 
(ParjinI, from Udfcya, 
c. 5th Century B.C. )

Gatha 
(Mixed Sanskrit and 

Prakrit)
I(Vracada

Apabhrhsa)

?Gipsy Sindhi
Dialects of 
Armenia etc. 
and Europe (sic)

?Paisaci Prakrits
Modem Dardic Speeches: 
Kasiriirl (modified by Indie), 
Sipa, and Kohistanl;
Citrail; Kafir Dialects

(Sauraseni
influence)
Eastern Panjabi 
Dialects

Lahndf 
Dialects 
(W. Panjabi)

(Sanskrit use 
in present-day 
could be added.)

Figure 14: Development of Literary and North-West Indie
(After Chatterj i 19 70, facing page 6; items marked * are 
detailed in accompanying graphs.)
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Udfcya
(N.W.*)

Indo-Aryan 
Spoken Dialects, c. 1200-700 B.C. 

(Gandhara, Punjab, Upper Ganges Valley).
and (North = 
Himalayan) z 
(Original Khasa = 
Dardic? Later 
overlaid and ab
sorbed by Indie 
from RajputarkL in 
the N.I.A. (New 
Indo-Aryan) period)I

TPraticya (Gujarat etc.) 
' Dialects (South-West)

W* s1A id*

Khasa
r Khasa 
V^abhransaO

\
\(Pali and

Magadhi influence)

\
Pahari 
 ^

Speeches
Western 
(Camcali, 
Mandeali, 
Kului, 
Kiun^hali, 
Sirmauri 
etc. )

Central
(Garhwali, 
KumaunI )

Eastern
(Khas-kura 
or Nepali)

I
Asokan Speech 
of Gimar

\Lafi, Saura^fri,
Abhlri,, Avanti (with 
SaurasenI (and Gurj ara 
= Dardic?) influence)

i(Nagara V^abhrahsa))Rajasthani (W. Hindi) 
(Malavi, Nimari)
(Mewati, Gujari)
(Jaipur!, Hirautl, etc.) 
(W: Marwari, Gujarati )

Sinhalese 
Maldiv an

Figure 15: Development of South-West and North Indie Tongues
(After Chatterji 1970 f. p. 6, minor punctuation changes; 
items marked * are detailed in accompanying graphs.)
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Spoken Dialects, c. 1222-700 B.C.
(Gandnara, Panjab, Upper Ganges Valley)

' —  --------
NW N 
* *

Madhya-desiya (Kuru-Pancala etc.) Pracya (Kosala etc.)

Literary Dialects (Brfchnane, 
based on North-West and 
West Midland speeches)*

(Midland or West Doab Speech) (Eastern = Speech of Buddha) S*

Latl Lauras 5nl ,
Abhiri, / \
Saurastrl, (Saurasenl 
AvantI)* ^abhraMa) 
(Nigara ̂ ..(Avabattha) 
^abhransa) I

Raj astharil*--• Western 
etc. * Hindi

? Early North-
Indian Koine x
Literary Pali 
(with E, NW, 
SW, Sanskrit 
influence ) *

Eastern Asdkan Speech, 
Maurya Standard (?Koine)

Ardha-magadhi
(Ardha-magadhi 
Apabhrarisa )

Jaina Ardha-Magadhi

1

V ^ - Bundeli,
V Kanauji,

Braj-bhakta,
Barigaru,

Hindostaan (Hindi, Urdu)
(with Panjabi and Rajasthani influence).

Eastern Hindi 
(Purabiya)
/Y* Awadhi (f Oudhir) 
/ Bagheli 
L Chattis-garhi

Bihari-

Magadhi(
(Magadhi
Apabhrarisa)

samese,
Bengali S Dialects; 
Oriya.
Mai thill, Magahi; 
Bhojpuriya.

AFigure 16: Development of Midland Doab and Eastern Indie (Madhya-desiya and Magadhi Pracya)
(After Chatterji 19 70 f.p. 6; asterisked material detailed in accompanying graphs.)
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N.W.
*

N
*

S.W.
*

Spoken Dialects, c. 1200-700 B.C. 
[̂Gandhara, Panjab, Upper Ganges Valley)
MID E Daksinatya: Southern
* * ? Rastrika

A^Ckan 
(Girnar)

Abhirl^AvaJrti (Saurasera) 
(SaurasenI, Gur- 
jara influence )

(Nagara y^abhr.)

/
.. (Sauraserii 
V^abhransa) 
(Avahattiia)

Raj as than! '
(Malavi, Nimapi; 
Mewati, Gujari; 
Jaipur!, Hapauti, 
etc.West:

Marwari, Gujarati)

Maharastri

Western Hindi 
(Bundeli, Kanauj f, 
Braj, Bahgaru; 
HinddstanI )

\ - z(Maharastri Apabhransa)

Maraphi
and
Kdhkani

Figure 17: Development of Southern Indie3

a. (Daksinatya, ?Ra§trika; South-West, Midland_peers Hindustani, 
Rajasthani.) Note that the Dravidian influence on Korikani is not shown 
although the interaction of Sauraserii, Gurjara, Saurastri, etc. is 
indicated by a ray with an arrow-head, and lineal descent is indicated 
by a plain ray. The method of representation leaves out all indication 
of influences for divergence within realms of influence of non- Indo- 
European stock as the Aryans migrated south-ward. The one-way arrows 
inply a non- reciprocal interaction of groups of speakers, which is 
hardly likely. The method is nevertheless improved by its inclusion 
of interactions in neighboring areas and careful specification of 
particularly dubious connections by the scholarly Chatterj i. (After 
Chatterji 19 70 f.p. 6; *items in accompanying graphs.)
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As the ' graphs show, Chatterj x (1970) separates Indie from Dardic and 
Irani. Within Indie he then distinguishes Spoken vs. Written. Die 
local vernaculars within Spoken use terns like Trager and Smith: 
North-West, South-West, North, Midland (Doab), East, and South.

These tables show Chatterji’s method of representing not only 
lineal descent by using a plain connecting ray, but of indicating 
influence among the branches by a ray with an arrow-head. Die inter- 
action of Saurasenl, Gurjara, Saurastri, etc., is pointed out by this 
means in the last table, for instance, and the next to last. Such 
indications are very useful to those trying to understand the variants 
in question.

However, this. device is used only to indicate cohesive forces 
within the hidic family, implying an exclusiveness pressure in Indie 
just as in Germanic. This is indeed the case; the tendency is called 
"Sanskritization" by M. N. Srihivas andJML Singer (Singer 1972)- 
But again influences for divergence have not been specified similarly. 
During the formation of Kbhkani, for example, the massive incorporation 
of Dravidian features which has the important effect of making Khhkanl 
mutually intelligible with its Dravidian neighbors (especially Malayali; 
Pal. 1975-78 ), is left unspecified. This simplification would not 
appear to be justified for there is little difference in the processes 
of adaptation, whether seen as 1 convergent ’ with Dravidian or with 
Indo-European.

In contrast, a modem Balkan linguist of Romance shows a number 
of interesting ways of representing the intermixture of impinging
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language influences through modifying the methods just discussed.
As may be seen in the Figures 18 a, b, c, d, his plus signs have 
content similar to that of the symbol £ being used presently for 
interaction; the rays in 18d(fourth figure) are akin to the formulaic
arrow ), and the pointed arrows used in 18b (second of the figures)
represent shared influence or contact.

Some of the historical sociolinguistic pressures resulting in 
interchange are inplied by the use of arrows at the appropriate histori
cal juncture in Chatterji1 s presentation. A roughly epochal axis rather 
consistently crosscuts his partly geographic distribution of dialects 
on the left-right horizontal. Ihe ' tree * or Staimhaum thus becomes 
almost a time-graph, with the rays plotting genetic divergence and 
convergence functions:

geographical separation ^

(2.14)
t
i
m
e

’Axes of Developmental Linguistic Variables on a Generic Plane* 
as a ‘title* for this graph emphasizes that the formulaic diagram has now 
been shown to be on a par with the preceding graphs and dialect 
topologies. (See array 2.15, 'Criteria in Generic Topology/Network'.)
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i Serbii 
! Latinii

VII- Bulgarii
III-VII •H

5 'Tracii
ci. 2000B.C.

Pelasgii

a. Balkan Geneologic Topology-Chronology

PolomiBohemii

^a Mtns 
LaCo_

CVHc.) X  Slaviin.
^  Rutenii

1i BulgariiSerbii
MESO-LATINII

b. Balkan Development: Impinging

Figure 18: Petriceicu-Hasdeu Notes That It Is Linguistic Interaction 
in Separated Localities Which Gives Rise to the Balkan 
Languages
a. Balkan Geneologic Topology-Chronology
b. Balkan Development: Impinging L̂
(After Petri ceicu-Has deu 1976 p. 7 and p. 30 first inter
leaf, respectively; present author’s titles.)



c. Relation to Slavii

X + Pelasgii + yx
Latin + Traci Albanesii

Polonii + Meso-Latinii
iBulgarii

Iliro-latinii j  Bohendi 
Serbii

Daco-latinii

Romanii Armenii Rumerii 
(Dacia) (Macedonia) (Wstria)

d. Stammbaum of Geneology with Balkan Interact ions

Figure 18, continued.
c. Relation to Slavii
d. Stammbaun of Geneology with Balkan Interactions
(After Petriceicu-Hasdeu 1976 second and third interleaves 
of page 30; present author's titles.)
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Formal Conventions to Indicate Sociollnguistic Interaction and

the Nature of the Sociolinguistic Artifacts They May Imply. Interaction 
between groups of speakers may be represented by a single, simple, 
convention. As an eminently suitable extension of Chatterji’s usage 
the conventions for reaction equilibria (in chemistry) may be reapplied. 
Using double-headed arrows, even exchanges may be shown by j- or
<—---- ► ; uneven exchanges b y  ^  or  or by - ^
(They will in general be qualified by a criterion (nu ) and can have a 
quantitative qualification also, whether a constant or a varying functor 
according to the case under analysis.) An instance of such an uneven 
exchange is the case of the few English borrowings from Hindi vs. the 
extensive Indian English 'creolization* discussed by Chandola (1963) 
and Kelkar (1957). To indicate some unspecified degree of interaction, 
a ray without an arrowhead may be used. Information about different 
stocks or language families which the exchanges affect may be incoipo- 
rated into the names of the reacting entities graphically by simply 
varying the typeface or using capital letters as in Table 1.

But what is the nature or content of the linguistic interactions 
that must be implied by the conventions chosen to represent contrastive 
historical sociolinguistics? What their nature is can be surmised from 
Kelkar!s chronological array describing the locally evolving dialects 
of Middle Indian Apabhramsa. (Chatterj i spells this Apabhrahsa, there 
being no standard English script synbol for vowel nasalization.) The 
vernacular literary standard Hindustani with its present dual script 
forms Hindi (rekha Devanagri) and Urdu (slanted Naskhi, etc.) has 
arisen from them (with other-language influence) , as the array shews.



Table 4: Array of the Development of Hindustani in Context,
Denominating Sociolinguistic Artifacts in a Semi-Geographical 
and Chronological Matrix,
The discrimination of concept and reed calligraphy of the 
original are here represented by an almost verbatim, steel nib, 
slightly enlarged rendering for clarity of reproduction: 
after Kelkar 1968, facing page 16. fold-out.
The age-old linguistic pluralism of India, with its 
cancommitant multilingual. norms is implicit in Kelkar1 s 
remark (in the upper right of the table), "Note how the 
following authors appear in more than one tradition:
Vidyapati, Tulsi, Prithviraj Rathor, Mira, Nanak, Amir 
Khusrau, Lallulal, Premdhand,. "
Some titles oE (Guj arati/Raj asthani) works are represented:
W: Vasantavllasa; H: Hams avail; V: Viramayapa;
A: AcaladSsa khicl ri vacanika; S: Saptasati r& chanda;
VK: Veli Kris ana rukamarii ri; B: Blsaladeva rasau;
Kh: Khummana rasau; Dh: Dholamaru fa duha;
J: JinahuSala suri saptatika; K § D: Kahhara de prabmdha 
and Dugara-bavarii.
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Kelkar has denominated key literary works, authors and composers, 
schools and courts in the array, as well as distinctive script tradi
tions which have served as formatives. (Note the entry Gurmukhi, for 
instance.) These imply sound percepts, as discussed at the onset of 
this chapter. Hence, as in the Hispanic contrast case, it is found 
to be this type of thing, as well as movements of carriers of the 
traditions of one language -group into others, and from one territory 
to others, which it is desired to imply in the charting of historical 
sociolinguistics. The mechanisms of formatives1 influence must also be 
studied. (This will be developed in the following chapter, concentrating 
on phonetic criteria, m^ * 0 , their measurement and functional shifting 
under inpinging influences.) Kelkar uses the descending vertical axis 
for time as in the diagram showing the 1 Generic Plane1. The entries 
within the array with its skewed emphasis on Hindustani (which Kelkar 
terms ’’Hirdu") develop from the top left toward the bottom right, with 
left also corresponding to the geographical west in the main. As 
’Criteria in Generic Topology’, then, this might be sketched in terms of 
the formalism:

t (south-) eastward
m
e ($ m. j

eastward diffusion (Sanskritization)

(2.15)

1000
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The Semi-Geographical Array with Rays and Directional Sociolinguistic 
Pressures/Forces, Applied to. the Contrastive Stu<fy- of Hindustani and 
Hspanic

The conventions derived above by extrapolating from the work 
of various authoritative Indologists and linguists can new be applied.
An original figure which incorporates data newly shown to be relevant 
to Hindustani studies „ and particularly of value for their indication 
of the wide influence of Hindustani^ is formed by applying the graphic 
and topological methods derived in the chapter. Reapplying .material 
garnered from comparative studies enhances the perspective of the 
relevance of Hindustani to the modern world. Through contrastive 
study and collation of Indological material with some of the Hispanist 
and other material now available to the common core of world-knowledge, 
Hindustani is affirmed as an indispensable sociolinguistic aspect.
(Refer to Table 5 and Figure 19, which form a single formal statement.)
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Table 5: Perspective of Indie Socioliiiguistic. Backgromd .with a New

< . Contrastive Standard, Hispanic, as Shown in Figure 19.

Land # Lmsp I %oclolinguistic history ' '

Characterization of Sociolinguistic: Records, Peoples Involved
EPOCHS

Iberian peninsulaIndie subcontinent

I. SUBSTRATUM
Indus valley peoples 
(seals, undeciphered) 
Tribal peoples

Relevant languages 
include:

Dravidian
Munda
Basque

('1st millenium P.I.E.')
Long-headed peoples 
(ardhaeological period)

II. INCURSIVE INDO-EUROPEAN: I-E. Roots, Affixes, Compounding
Indie branch of Indo- 
Iranian Indo-European 
(socio-religious texts: 
Sutre )

EXPANSION
E.g., Ashokan, Grptas 
(Pillar inscriptions, 
copied Jain § Buddhist 
texts)

Vedic* Sanskrit

Classical Skt.
Prakrits
Pali
Classical Latin 
Greek ■
Tibeti

?Celti-Iberians of Italo- 
Celtic branch of Indo- 
European? ?N0rth African? 
(cave paintings, incised 
bone)
(’3rd millenium P.I.E.")
Roman settlements on 
Iberian coast 
(Latin (§ Greek) travelogs, 
biography, reports, etc.)

III. INCURSIVE ISLAMIC PENINSULAR SETTLBIENT (’4th millenium P.I.E.')
Sind: Ummayad
(?Indie-Arabic creole? 
bureaucratic records )

Arabic
Berber

Ummayad with Berber 
(Aljamia Maghrebin script, 
earliest Spanish vernacu
lar records, songs)
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Tablet .JL continued.

(III. ISLAMIC PENINSULAR SETTLEMENT and intermixture9 continued)
Central: Ghaznavid, Mozarabe
Mughal Farsi ($ Ar.)

Turki-e

IV. COLONIAL CONTACTS
British overrule 
raudi of subcontinent; 
Indie expansion to 
Africa § Caribbean

English 
Goan creole 
Carib creoles 
?Swahili etc.
(Goan creole)
Spanish Gypsy 
dial., creole

Romani arrives with 
Zincali Gypsies (Old 
Hindu-i);
North Europeans overrule 
Iberia; Iberian expansion 
to Americas 3 Goa, etc., 
mozarabic, provincial dia
lects, Basque carried.

V. INDIGENOUS STANDARDIZATION C5th millenium P.I.E.3)
Integration of Western 
with Asian schooling.
Indie ’education migration’ 
western settlements.

Spanish 
Amerinds , ’’Spanglish” 
Indian English

Integration of Western 
with Amerind cultures; 
Integration with Anglo- 
America

- ( Original synthesis of materials ) For further information
refer to this text and to C. de Ram (1976). Phonetic arrays of many 
of these 3relevant languages’ will be found in Chapter II of that work.
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Sinatic

Balto beto
Slavic

Germanic
i Arabic

/Latin: Hispanic

Turki-e (  Munda
Irani4— Indie: Hindustani

Dr avid «<

A m a n c

Malayo
Polynesian

Basque
Amerind

Bantu 
Niger-Congo

Figure 19: Diagrammatic Interaction in Range of Linguistic Contact
In explanation of the particular apposition
Indie ^  V  Hispanic , reference is to be made to
the integral Table 5.



CHAPTER 3

SHIFTING OF PHONETIC RANGES: EMPIRICAL RESULTS
OF HISTORICAL SOCIOLINGUISTIC CONTACTS

Living Artifacts: Areal Borrowing
The influences represented in the topographical mapping are of 

two major sorts. One of these is cultural influence, which might be 
considered to have two phases; (a) the history of cultural contact, 
and (b) the sociolinguistic aspects of those contacts, such as the 
transmission of texts vs. the non-verbal barter, which would be a 
situation with less direct force for linguistic inter-change, probably. 
The record of cultural influence is, as noted in the previous section, 
the "sociolinguistic artifact*. The expansion of this statement in 
formalism is merely

The other major sort of influence is empirical in a special sense.
It is an empirical, direct, and mens urate influence on linguistic 
perception and articulation habits. It implicates such criteria as

Both sorts of influences, as is well kncwn, result in "areal borrowing?"
(Burke and Williamson eds. 1971, Rozencvejg 1976, Sebeok ed. 1973, etc.).

62

m^ * sociolinguistic artifacts ' literature
song, text

(3.1)

articulation.

^perception.
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Some Empiricals:

Articulation9 Spectra, arid Percept Conditioning

The languages relevant to the study of Hindustani in an 
inclusive context are suggested by the preliminary study of socio- 
historical context. (Some relevant languages of this type are to be 
seen ihfhe middle column of Table 5.) In essence these. languages have

■sbeen identified as potential influences on the sociolinguistic and 
empirical aspects of each other, especially on phonetic aspects (Wein-

_ t . .reich, Labov, | Herzog 1968, and references therein). In consequence the 
problem becomes one of defining and then assembling the functional 
aspects of these languages for comparison. Once some of these aspects 
have been identified and put into a normalized framework they can be 
examined for symmetries. The sharing of symmetries, and the lack of 
shared symmetries/distinctive configurations will thereby emerge. What 
is special about Hindustani: How does it manage to produce contrasting
forms— yet forms which are coup rehens ible to the language user in terms 
of a balance among the options of the system?

Phonetic Percepts and Transmissions
Speech perception studies provide experimental support of the 

phenomenon of areal borrowing. Conditioning experiments measuring, what 
are called 'identification' and ’discrimination' functions show that the 
range of a speech sound or 'phoneme' (Figures 20, 21) will shift when a 
conditioning stimulus intrudes into the judgmental environment of 
language. The experiments of Eimas and Corbit (1973; Figure 22), Thwing 
(1955), Cooper (1975) are cases in point. The term 'phonetic range*
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VOWEL I (HEEP)
2 8  W O M E N  S P E A K E R S  
R O F D IF F E R E N C E S : 17.2 
E S T IM A T E D  O  O F

D IF F E R E N C E S  =  1 S 3
220

2 2 0  2 A 0  2 6 0  2 8 0  3 0 0  3 2 0  3 4 0  3 6 0  3 8 0  4 0 0  4 2 0
F ,  O F  F IR S T  C A L L IN G  IN  C Y C L E S  P E R  S E C O N D

b.

Figure 20: Phonetic Ranges for Target Speech Entities
English vowels, after Peterson and Barney (1952 p. 182 
Fig. 8 left, p. 181 Fig. 7 right)
a. Inter-speaker vowel variation: F% (horizontal) vs.

F2 (vertical) for ten vowels of American English by 
76 acculturated adults.

b. Single-speaker variation in American English Li] from 
one utterance (in isolation) to the next one.

On ranges for Arabic Al-Ani (1970) shows similar structures, 
etc.
Experimental plots of speech sound parameters are scatter 
configurations, evidencing operational probabilism for 
natural language in oral use.



100 VOT = Voice Onset Time 
N

Where, in addition to the conventions 
introduced in the text, a consonant is 
denominated by M  , and inclusion 
within braces means ’aim for producing 
one’, the equivalent formal statement 
for the comparison of all these languages 
(and more) re the same empirical variable 
takes this form:

p variables^ ^ £d? Fcpts I y°lceV0T 
tj 1 aspir/murmur

I retroflexion
g' k

p]

LA
*200 msec

g g k kJX£l
g

A

Hindi
200 msec/

Marathi

Tamil

k English

Figure 21: Phonetic Range Profiles with Criterion m̂   ̂ * Voice Onset Relative to Burst.
a. VOT  ̂Range Profiles for 'velars’, constructed from Lisker and Abramson's comparative 

empirical study (1964 Figures 2-7).
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J w Hindi

d d*1 t t th th

Hvx
Marathi

d A t Ik
Tamil

Figure 21, continued.

Hindi

_ AP. hp Marathi

A  AL Tami).

d (not - - ) f 

(--V - W \  I

150
t

msec. 1 
Spanish Spanish

d t English

_  ‘ U

English

'0

b. VOT g) Range Profiles for * lingual’ and ’labial’ stops, constructed from 
Lisker and Abramson’s comparative empirical study (1964 Figures 4-7). ONON
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[b-p] [d-i]
too

•o

60

40

20

too

eo

60

40

20

10 20 X) 40 30 60-10 K) 20 30 40 30 60 70 60

Voice onset time (msec)

Figure 22: Phonetic Range Shifts upon Conditioning with a Stimulus
Moves Phonetic Center Near It into a Narrower Range.
Adapted from Eimas and Corbit (1973); the medial solid 
line represents the pre- adaptation 1 identification 
function1. But after presentation of synthetic voiced 
£ b or d] or voicelessC t or p] as conditioning stimuli, 
as noted, the broken-line functions represent the 
identifications made. There is apparent judgmental 
effort to differentiate the 1 identity’ stimulus when 
the ’conditioning’ stimulus intrudes into the linguistic 
judgmental context. (Figure from Weir 1977.)
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applies to these functions better than 'point of articulation' does. 
Conditioning effects relate to perstiraulus parameters (Fig.22). But how?

It appears that the work of K.N. Stevens (1972, 1973, 1975) has 
recently provided the connection between linguistics and physics 
rationale concerning the vocal tract articulation mechanisms which can 
be resolved as phonetic ranges. The essence of the matter, supported by 
work such as that of J. Flanagan (1972), :K.N. Stevens and A  S. House 
(1961), and others on the vocal tract transfer function, is that 
resonance and damping have a more stable acoustic effect in certain 
regions of configurations of the vocal mechanism. These configurations 
have a stable phonetic range. They are thus 'quanta' with enhanced 
likelihood of occurrence or usefulness in oral speech. The theory 
accords weight to Bloomfield's predication of the oral basis of speech 
for natural language. It looks toward articulation and resultant spect
rum rather than script as a basis for utterance percepts. As Stevens 
says (1973 p. 252) regarding data on Tamil and other languages,

acoustic properties for coronal consonants, both with regard to 
constriction position and tongue shape, provide further illus
trations of the quantal nature of speech events. Languages 
seek out, as it were, classes of articulatory gestures that 
lead to distinctive acoustic outputs whose properties are 
minimally sensitive to perturbations in the articulation.

Stevens does not go into the matter of sound change, but given 
the matter in the previous chapters, it is relevant on more than one 
count: Since languages are functions of time, their "seeking out" of
articulatory-acoustic equilibria is a matter of time. The Tamil
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language is shewn by historical sociolinguistic criteria to be a 
potential influence on Hindustani (and its congeners). Does this 
mechanism provide an explanation for this situation which would tell 
how influence could have occurred? ’’Areal borrowing” is one possibility 
which can lead to convergence or divergence. It is to be expected 
that new features, adapted uses, and reinforcement or diminution may 
be changes. The equivalent formal statement is, where subscript 
indices are not just numbers but imply functional linguistic identities 
(syntactic as in Masicafs work, etc.), and non-equivalence is f , is:

$ m.| ^ ---) $ mjl ^  ; i-j f  0. (m.^ b.t> etc.) (3.3)

The question is, how can this occur? The answer, by conditioned shifts.
While Stevens does not go into the matter of sound change, 

inplicit in his material is that when the pattern of articulation slips 
into the range of another articulation, ’sound change’ has taken place. 
For instance, the placement in the tract might slip into another range 
while the manner was nearly the same (e.g., frication, voicing). Then 
the ’center of articulation* has been jumped a quantum acoustically, 
and redefined as a consequence. But it still has a range of variability 
which is its realized sound or articulation. In perception too (as in 
statement 3.2) it has a defined, dialectal percept ’space’ under both 
conditions. Pre-adapting and post-adapted forms, with dialectal
connotations in the manner described by Herrick as ’’allographs” (1974), 
are to be expected for scripts and what we have distinguished from 
speech sounds or speech percepts as ’script percepts’ to avoid problems
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which have arisen in .the literature concerning the use of ’phonemes’ 
which were half”sound, half"letters Jones (I960) is one source cm the 
historiography of the definition of Ihe Phoneme. But altogether,, as 
the concept of ’phonetic range ’ implies,a reconsidered definition of 
’the phoneme’ follows from the necessary dual articulo-acoustic 
empirical duality of oral/aural language.

Consequently, using articulatory and spectrum criteria it 
becomes obvious that the appositional recurring contrasts of speech 
cannot arbitrarily be isolated from prosodic effects such as intona
tion. The contrasts are themselves composed of the stuff of prosody: 
physical frequency or wavelength, intensity or energy, and temporal 
duration. The components of the empirical artifact are combinatory 
variables of timbre, etc. (See C. de Ram 1978b.) Although of course 
analogous but different contrasts' are obtained by the use of graphic 
design criteria in scripts , more of the totality of the utterance 
than how to spell it (phonemically or historically) now must and can 
be properly considered in the study of the way the language is used 
functionally in context. But it is essential that dialectal and 
stylistic and historical aspects of the object of study be kept in the 
picture. The variety of language being analyzed is not adequately 
specified by saying that three speakers of language X enunciated in a 
certain year. (Fuller speaker data— e.g., where his parents came from—  
situational data on experimenter or co-experimentees, the (ffymesian) 
register, and the surprise, reluctance, or enjoyment of speakers can 
be noted as they are in dialect atlas data. )
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Phonetic Processes, (ny ^  Table 1 at the beginning of

Chapter 2, some indication of the processes used by Hindustani for 
contrast and balance was made. The empirical basis of the classifi

out as being closely related to script percepts, and as corresponding 
for the most part with script characters. One of the processes used 
by Hindustani for contrast and balance is aspiration, seen in the 
differences between the top rows (even vs. odd rows). These sets 
are traditionally apposed in Indian grammar. Mahotra, with the addition 
of conpound characters (conjunct letters) for /mh/ and /nh/ (but not 
for the other nasals), carries the principle of aspiration as a pro
ductive process farther than Husain does. (Perhaps this is because he 
fits more completely into the Sanskritic tradition as his use of 
Sanskrit terms and Devanagri in his book Hindi Hivanikaur Dhvanimi

would indicate. In formal terms that is

cation presented in that table of Hindustani phonology was pointed

alternants
* Indian English /Urdu influence

semantic alternants
So that (3.5a)

Skt.
(3.5b)

Engl
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The statements were made just from the data. If the time variable is 
evaluated for the factors involved, the surprising implication is that 
the left-hand member of the statement (3.5b), namely some unknown 
non-Indian English may have been influenced toward aspiration as a 
principle for consonantal contras ts - -which has recently been postulated 
as being the case. That is, in a clearly stressed position akin to the 
syllable-timed language stress on open syllables, which is analogous to 
English word-initial stops, aspiration has become so prominent as to 
make voice a redundant cue. But no reason, no connected influence or 
interaction was systematically ascribable, the semantic creolization in 
Indian English being more easily transcribed, so that it might seem to 
be a generally uneven reaction between the two language systems during 
their contact. The formalism indicates rather that

t semantic^ T
'"Engl 16-20c. Ind 16-20c. ^  6)

Another such process is retroflexion. The third column in the 
array of Table 1 represents all the Hindustani retroflex sounds 
(except semivowels, vocalics, which may also be retroflexed). If the 
phonetic range is substituted for the overly definite phoneme, it is 
obvious that the unity along this column may be a common production 
’quantum number1. The ranges of the phonetic entities sharing this
process if plotted into a ’linguistic space’ will form an axis of
high density in this region. Thus reconsidered the column may be 
considered an axis of the retroflexion process, and retroflexion as a
functional process of contrast and balance devolves upon it as a



principle of systemic organization. This is shown by the" symmetries 
along both rows and columns so admirably laid out by the ancient 
Sanskrit grammarians. The extent of this axis at the present time is 
perhaps more than the extent of any other but ’aspiration’ or breathy] 
release,or ’nasality’, which like it is a combinatory variable used 
as a Co-variable in ”co-articulated nasality in Hindi™,'etc. (See 
Dixit and MacNeilage 1972.) There seem to be lacunm in the topology 
only there the retroflex laterals which occur in the usages of South 
and lest India would be. (The retroflex vocalic r is new used (’allo- 
phonically') as a consonantal. Hispanic as a contrast norm shows that 
this need not be the case: flap and trilled or fricative r, rr are 
used in Spanish, but only in Portuguese, is there a centralized vocalic 
component in r<) The ’quantal’ nature of the thing called retroflexion 
is not so straightforward as might seem, however, and its application 
is not treated consistently in the literature. Therefore the matter 
must be studied presently to see what it does to give Hindustani the 
special character it has.

Although, not nearly all conditions have been measured yet to 
know just how the parameters of the conditioning signal relate to the 
conditioned identification and discrimination responses (and presuma
bly thence the articulatory adaptation), there have been direct 
relations observed between the physical parameters of the ’utterance’ 
and the conditioned phonetic shift. Therefore by reviewing the litera
ture describing retroflexion it may be possible to establish what these 
criteria may be:



The equivalent formal question is 

$ m.
retroflex * $ x̂. (3 7)

Hie Combination of Phonetic Variables: m, f m , or * m , .
------------------------------------------^  p j  *1—

The present approach is suggested by what Firth refers to as "multipli
cation” in the study of "Phonological Features of Some Indian Languages" 
(1935, esp. p. 48 in 1957 edition). Establishing entities g, t, c, k 
for Hindi characters d 5 ̂  ̂  or equivalently Urdu t - / ' ^  cl/ 
as in the top row of Table 1 here (Principles of I .P.A. 1949 ed. cf.), he 
vouches for them on the grounds of having observed them being used in 
context. Then he goes on to describe the symmetry of the way that the 
Hindustani "phonemic" system functions. (He puts phonemic in quotes.)
In his view (1957 p. 48), by

Using five common plosive articulations the speaker of Hindi 
multiplies his substitution-counters by differences of voice, 
aspiration, and length. The voice difference adds five more 
terms:

The aspiration difference doubles these:
Bb, §c. 
bb, db, §c.

And the length difference doubles these again, making forty 
in all.

But it is only in certain general contexts that all forty 
altemances or substitutions are possible, e.g. medially or 
intervocalically,

there being distributional conditions on the usual use of the processes. 
The existence of variate distributions means that the probability of



such elements differ. Some idea of what these are may be gotten from 
the following sources. Frequency counts for Hindi letters are cited by 
Kostî f, -Mitter and Rastpgi (1975s 193) as shown in Figure -23 just 
below. The meaning of these, which are essentially probability loadings 
of various substituents, is clearer in the comparative context. The 
following sources present useful data from relevant languages to the 
comparative study of Hindustani: For Bengali, Ferguson and Chowdhray
(1960) also include earlier counts by Chatterji: On Tamil, Ganesan (1975) 
and Fowler (ci. 1957) are an interesting contrast; Differences in 
consonant clustering in a language with dominantly open syllables like 
Hindi, and word-initial stressed phrase-timed Englihh may be seen from 
Saporta and Olson (1958) on Spanish and Malmberg (1963) and Denes (1963) 
on English.

Firth's 'multiplication' approach might be regarded as a product 
process upon set elements but of course it is veiy similar to Paninean 
groupings which give rise to the form of the syllabary which both 
Husain and Mahotra present with slight modifications. (Cf. Whitney,
1889 (repr. 1975), p. 2,3.) But there is a difference between the 
grouping of characters or elements and the speaker’s intentionally 
producing empirical language entities in context (be they spoken of 
written) through utilizing acoustico-articulatory processes as 
distinctive functions or principles.
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Front Medial Back
Location in Vocal Tract 
y = 0.3351 + 0.0399 x + 0.8546 x2 (p. 194)

Figure 23: Regular Function Describes Front-Medial-Back Proportion
of Hindi Consonants and Vowels.
Pattern of Probability-Loadings on Hindi Vowels (white) 
and Consonants (shaded) on Front-to-Back of Tract Axis.
(After Kosticf, Mitter and Rastogi 1975,p. 193.)



Variables of the Same Degree for Criteria (m̂ ,ny —  .
It would be well, in such a multiplying process, to establish whether 
the variables could indeed combine or be used in a comparable function.

Noting that aspiration is used in English in conjunction with
voicing, Lisker and Abramson (1964) proposed that the two might not be
independent features of speech spectra in general

In the search for acoustic features which serve as cues for 
the perception of stop consonants in initial position we have 
focused our attention on spectrographic measurements of the 
time interval between the burst that marks release and the 
onset of periodicity that reflects laiyngeal vibration. This 
measure of voice onset time has been found to be highly 
effective,

they conclude (p. 422). As in so many studies, the crucial case in 
proof was found in Indie, with the measurements of Hindi and Marathi 
(supported by Tamil and Spanish among the 1 relevant languages1 for 
contrastive Hindustani studies). These North Indian languages, it 
was found, project onto the dimensional series labial, retro vs. non- 
re troflex "apical (dental and domal)", and "velar", a four-way 
distinction of +_ voice, +_ aspiration to produce stops.systematically. 
"Instead of the time of onset of voicing it is the kind of voicing that 
distinguishes the voiced aspirates" in these languages from the late- 
onset so-called 1voicelessT consonants. Like Ladefoged (1971 p, 12, 
based on P.B. Pandit 1957), Lisker and Abramson suggest that these 
aspirates seem to be "released with breathy voice or murmur" when 
evaluated aurally by phoneticians.

Lisker and Abramson's superb experiment has shown that, as in 
English, aspiration may be coupled with the voicing processes but need
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not be. Aspiration, in other words, combines as an independent 
variable with voicing or retroflexing (which seems basically an aspect 
of tongue contraction as will be discussed just below) and/or with 
labiality. (Labiality, too, seems to be a process of myoelastic muscular 
contraction. Pharyngeal extension seems comparable.)
The equivalent formal statement is the following, where optionality can 
be indicated by opt, and 0 is a phonetic process and potential systemic 
axis for natural oral languages, § is a voicing, and X is labialization.

$ UK > • • • (3.8)
but

V  f ** ) - (3-9)
where symbolizes retroflexion. Actually this is a hypothesis if 
the phonetic criteria are held to be linguistic phonetic features—  
a hypothesis that retroflexion is a 1 feature1. But it cannot be 
determined for general comparative linguistics within the scope of the 
present more limited contrastive structure. (And the criteria being 
used are not unequivocal; see Fant, 1973 Chapter 9 .) It may be of much 
more use in the long run to determine whether retroflexion is of such 
nature that it is indeed a variable of systemic function, and what the 
articulatory and acoustic character of it are so that it is used the 
way it is. How are the sounds of speech produced, then, one and the 
other? Which production processes are ,quantizablet?

Like voicing, Lisker and Abramson understand this aspiration to 
be a matter of glottal constriction, for Indie at least: It seems to be
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a constriction either of the membraneous vocal folds or of the lateral 
cri coarytenoids which act . as pliers to pull (and hold) open the inner 
end of the folds so that sub glottal air whistles up into the vocal tract 
even while the voc&l folds buzz (like the end of a zooming balloon) 
by the action of Bernoulli vacuums. It too would be a muscle process. 
As may be surmised from the accompanying graphs (Figures 21, etc.) based 
on Lisker and Abramson * s work (1964, p. 422), ’.'The boundaries between 
contrasting categories of voice onset time vary from language to 
language, . . . .  It would seem that such features as voicing, aspira
tion and force of articulation are predictable consequences of differ
ences in the relative timing of events at the glottis and at the place 
of oral occlusion" also. The various myoelastic contraction voltages 
which would indicate the use of the respective muscles of the larynx as 
well as the glottis itself were subsequently measured by Dixit (1975).
He too finds independence of retroflexion, aspiration, etc. in Hindi 
(at least; see esp. his pp.-316-317, 386-388). Because of the way 
retroflexion functions as outlined by Firth in the discussion above, 
the empirical studies both indicate that retroflexion might be of 
equivalent status as . voicing.

Defining Variables Empirically: Retroflexion. As just dis
cussed, there is more to the process of voicing than a single articula
tion. (Creaky voice is one distinct spectral configuration, etc.— But a 
single spectral characteristic is not necessarily the case either.) The 
data of Lisker and Abramson evidence that only some initial consonants 
are sharply defined (although they are often the ones studied; this is



because they are considered to be the clearest speech sounds). As may 
be seen in the following table made from their data, the k of Hindi, 
Marathi, Tamil, and Spanish (vs. English k) is an exanple of a tightly 
defined phonetic range. But other speech sounds vary across a wide 
range in their physical parameters. In spite of the width of these 
ranges, Lisker and Abramson note that the phonetic space available to 
speakers is not filled up but is also characterized by suppressions or 
holes (p. 407). It would not be realistic to expect a simplistic 
definitive definition of retroflexion either. Heffner reviews some of 
the literature on the matter. He makes the following statement, into 
which some indication of his citations has been interpolated for 
convenience (1964, p. 128):

There is another kind of stop, the contact for which is 
made between the very tip--and indeed usually the under sur
face of the tip--of the tongue and the hard palate approxi
mately where its vault is highest. Insofar as the tongue is 
flexed backward to make this contact, the name retroflex 
seems appropriate for this group of sounds. They have also 
been called cacuminal, and with even less propriety, cerebral.
The voiceless, retroflex, palatal, impulsive, simple, 
pressure stop is common in the Dravidian languages and it is 
frequently heard in the English pronunciations of natives of 
India. It may be written (t) . The voiced congener of this 
sound is written 14.1 . Both sounds can be found in Kashmi
ri (Cf. Le Maitre phonetique (I.P.A. J.) 68 (Dec. 1939):67-68), 
in the Marathe of the Kolhapur district (TTlP.A. J. Dec., 1934: 
102-5), in Tamil of Ceylon (I.P.A. J. 60^Dec., 1937):66-7), in 
the Bantu district of Herero (I.P.A. J. 39 Sept. 1932 :58-60) 
and in other languages in these regions. The lingual series 
of mutes in Sanskrit had this retroflex palatal occlusion 
(Whitney 1931 of 1889, P 45).

He says further (p. 148),
Very much the same kind of constriction as that required 

for [ f ]  is frequently produced between the under side of 
the apex of the tongue and the post alveolar or prepalatal 
region. This gives a retroflex 1̂ 1 , which is often, though 
not always, found in languages which use retroflex [|,] , L4[l,
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and l*VI . This articulation is frequent in the languages 
of India, notably in those under Dravidian influence, and 
the retroflex ly; 1 is the normal initial r of many American 
speakers of English. Some speakers use both £-il and [%- J  
in such a phrase as, "it never rains."

The Problem of Generalization of Retroflexion (m̂  ^m^| t  ).

Whether or not Kashmiri could have been influenced formatively (as 
Heffner suggests above) by Dravidian (e.g., Brahui of the north) is a 
matter upon which historical sociolinguistic criteria would properly be 
brought to bear to check for plausibility if possible, (See Masica.) But 
the antiquity of retroflexion in Indo-European is indubitable. And even 
Afghani languages have retroflexes (Yawar 1978). So it appears that in 
long-term proximity to Dravidian, North Indian languages, Hindustani 
among them, have been increasingly using retroflexion: Flap3* £/ V does
not appear in Sanskrit, and the grapheme is an indicator of a diacritic 
(marginal) representation in the literary language, for instance.
This is a case of constraint or boundary condition: to quote Hoenigswald 
(1966, p. 45), "In the transfer of a language from one area to another 
. . . (etc.') the typology of such structural changes is thus constrained 
by the typology of possible or probable structures." Reinforcement of 
retroflexing processes would be consonant with the need to distinguish 
meaningful contrasts through the use of what Emeneau (1957 p. 7) refers 
to as "three phonemic series in the front of the mouth--dental, alveolar, 
retroflex--a possibility hardly envisaged by the framers of the 
International Phonetic Alphabet" (who had been exposed largely to 
North European and had no grapheme series for retroflexes). But the 
ventral apical articulation that Heffner describes is not the only
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articulately criterion appropriate, to these sounds. An Indian disavows 
it. From an area with Braj-dialect underlay, native Hindi-speaking 
phoneticist M. G. Chaturvedi describes (1973 p. 84-5) a blade contact 
in the same roof area. Here he uses capitals to represent retroflexion; 
a convention worthy of adoption in linguistic work.

The. Hindi post-alveolar stops, somehow or other, have 
been described by most linguists as retroflex sounds, 
while the curling back of the tongue, the most distinctive 
feature of retroflex sounds, is never reported by the native 
speakers of western U.P. and other places. In articulating 
these sounds the tongue is raised up in such a way that the 
surface of the blade of tongue (sic) touches the point 
behind the teeth ridge. Therefore we have described the 
Hindi post-alveolar sounds / T, Th, D, Dh / as simple 
consonants and not as retroflex consonants.

(Cf. Dixit re aspiration as intrinsic, p. 388.) In both cases the
articulation may be contrasted with nonretroflex stop articulation
which uses the hump of the tongue for stoppage. Ferguson and Chowdmy
describe the situation in Bengali so as to include both articulations
and cite an acoustic commonality of them.. (1960, p. 32). They also use
English as a foil; linking vocalic r with the retro flexes:

/r/ is a postdental trill or flap. Medially and finally ' 
it is flapped. ... Also initially, or after a stop, espe
cially a labial or retroflex, it:;is sometinps a continuant 
very much like English r.... The retroflex consonants are 
made with the tip of the tongue placed further back, either 
on the alveolar ridge or in the full retroflex position.
Often they are acoustically very similar to the alveolar stops 
of English; Bengali loan words from English usually have 
retroflex stops for our alveolars. The English speaker, on 
the other hand, often identifies the Bengali dentals with his 
_/r/ and p/d/ and notices rather the strangeness of the retro
flex stops.

The retroflex /r/ is made by flapping the tongue sharply 
from the retroflex position. In final position, however, or 
sometimes when followed by a consonant , it is not flapped 
at all, but is a prolonged retroflex continuant resembling a 
strong $American r*. Before /I/, /r/ is a retroflex lateral.
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which connects even the most necessarily closed of the .retroflex 
consonants with the liquids. (Maghi and Bengali seem to have a longer 
approach period before the closure than is heard in local speech on the
Punjab side of the Doab, as I hear it; while r may be devoiced like r in

'unstressed position, American vocalic r would indicate an r, not an r in 
Hindi as a consequence of the flap r alternation with semicdnscmantal rp 

Miat then is the American English r? Peterson and Barney refer to 
— not the roof of the mouth as its characteristic— a tongue position to 
describe it (1952 p. 178), saying that "The high intelligibility of 
133 probably results from the retroflexion which is present to a 
marked degree in this vowel; that is, in addition to the regular 
humping of the tongue, the edges of the tongue are turned up against the 
gum ridge or the hard palate. In the acoustical pattern the third 
formant is markedly lower than for any other vowel. Thus in both 
physiological and acoustical phonetics the £3r] occupies. a singular 
position among the American vowels„" Where . in a graph of the spectrum, 
intensity of energy is intensity of color, the formants are the high- 
intensity frequency regions. Figures 24, 25 illustrate tongue, acoustic 
characters of this component of contemporary English which is apparently 
similar to Indie's axial retroflexes.

Probably the most thorough empirical description of Hindi to 
date is Kostic, Mitter and Rastogi (1975), A Short Outline of Hindi 
Phonetics. Based on a "prestige standard dialect", that of Delhi All- 
India radio announcers: (who often read highly Sanskritized texts on the 
air), they give articulatory diagrams, descriptions, and one
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•heard*

/ j V  , tongue curved

/V, tongue
hunped

Figure 24: Tracings of X-Rays Taken of Articulating Speakers
Show Tongue Shape as Cavity Determinant Even During 
Closure of Consonants
(Rendering of Figures 5-10a and 5-12 in Mini fie, Hixon, and Williams eds., 1973)



Figure 25: Characteristic Spectra for Transitional Damping Types
, R e tro f le x iY e /rh o ta c iz e d  (to p  l e f t ) ;
Lateral (top right);
Raised/yod (lower left);
Rounded/ labialized or darkened.
(From Weir 1977; English, Fig. VI-3)
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spectrogram for each phoneme or major allophone according to criteria of

Sanskrit!zed Delhi-and-southward Hindustani for the most part. Their 
articulation diagrams show single characteristic vocal tract configura
tions for retroflex flaps R and Rh (5 £p , y) as for the non- 
retroflex t th, d, dh (<* <j, £T A ?->* ). But for T, Th, D,
Dh, and N )> their diagrams show two charac
teristic configurations, and they discuss them both. (See accompanying 
Figures 26, 27.)

Note in their description that (1) the air stream is compressed 
in the mouth; (2) tongue concavity (as suggested by Peterson and Barney) 
is shared by both patterns, although the apex of the tongue is not such 
a crucial matter as for staying within the 1 quantum’ or phonetic range 
of t , for example, or for obtaining the rapid and sharp break of the 
single flaps R and Rh ( where Rh may be assumed to be singular, as 
discussed above ). Their description shows more awareness of processes 
of muscle tension and dynamics (p. 104-5; emphasis added):

In common with most other Indian languages, Hindi has four 
retroflexives articulated in the alveolar area. Retroflex!ve 
t is one of them. There are two main patterns of articulation 
of this sound. In the first one, the tip of the tongue is 
slightly curved upwards and its inner side is pressed towards 
the post-alveolar area and the front section of the roof of 
the mouth. The contact is firm and tensity of the tip as well 
as the mid and back sections of the tongue is very prominent.
The second one differs according to the place of contact. The 
inner side of the tip of the tongue is curved backwards and 
pressed on the alveolar ridge. It is possible to obtain the 
acoustic quality of retroflexive~t~ even without curving the~
TIP of the tongue, by just pressing it to the post-dental or 
alveolar area. If the tongue is CURVED BACK preventing the 
air stream completely from passing through the mouth cavity, 
it is forced to spring forward in order to release the 
accumulated air in the mouth cavityT"



Figure 26: Bostic, Mitter and Rastogi (1975) Show Dual Articulations 
for Non-Flap Retfoflexes of Hindi.
(Renderings of Figures as follows:
top left p. 109,
top center p. 169,
top right p. 119,
mid left p. 112,
mid center p. 88,
low left p. 125.)
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w

Figure 26
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Figure 27: Palatograms Show Tongue Contact Area
From a simple wipe-off onto false palate from tongue, palato- 
grams and lingua grams give shaded areas directly.
Retro flexes have contact backer than English front stops. Com
pare English "bait" vs. Marathi t, d, 1; Chinese schwar and 
initial consonantal r (which is slightly more fricative) 
resemble American ones.
(Rendered from Firth 1957, Figures 4-7, 13, 20-21.)
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Centering of a Quantum

A Denser Phonetic Range of Identification, Discrimination, and
Production. Dais ton’s data (1975) on children’s vs. adults’ pronuncia
tion of the American liquids indicates that r is a particularly slowly 
learned sound, with a large phonetic range; it shares acoustic proper
ties with laterals, which are also non-back, non-front, and involve 
the hollowing of the tongue; i.e., all these involve central concavity 
increasing mid-tract air pressure. (See Figure 28 following on Dais ton.) 

This is reasonable in the light of Indie:
(a) There is a lateral retroflex flap in the upper dental region 
which has developed within the last decades in the upper dialects of 
Himalyan Gaphwali, according to the Indie linguist and native speaker 
Dr. A. Chandola (1977, 1978; field work).
(b) There is a lateral represented in West India which fills a 
hole in the array (Table 1) or in the phonetic space it represents.
(c) There is a strongly retro flexed vocalic lateral in Tamil (K. Sri- 
nivasan and others, 1967 ff.).
(d) There were two counterpart pairs in Sanskrit, ’rishi ra’ and 
’double rishi ra’, & and (semi)vocalic laterals C? , .
This formed a very crowded area for keeping percept and processes of 
articulation separate:

/

e: a o
e a:

u
w

(4.1)



/

males 18 years old (3 speakers)
males1 phonetic range cluster word-list read in lab

^  females 18 years old (2) word-list read in lab
' i male, female children (10) picture-naming response
* ̂ 3 to four years old to adult in labcoo

Tenporal rise rate, transition durations of F7 , F- : r slower F9,
lower F3. L * L

Figure 28 : Daiston's Phonetic Range Data: _r Overlaps
A much larger phonetic range when used by 3-4 year olds 
as a picture-naming response (even to adults) than when 
read aloud from a word-list by 18 year olds was found 
for word-initial vocalic r. Note its overlap with liquids 
in use. (After Dalston 1975, Figs. 1,2,3 composite.)
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(e) To the Sanskritic inventory have been added the single-articulation 
retroflex flaps which are as noted, articulatorily unambiguous.
(f) An extreme case of generalization is found in the Dravidian 
speaker's newly learned Hindi. Ganesan cites (p. 48) the Tamilian 
pronunciation of Hindi ot*1 I , "lip") as being typically
o:ntt , an obvious overgeneralization of the retroflex. It is concrete 
evidence of the existence even today of a pro-retroflex conditioning 
stimulus for Hindustani. Taken as precedent, it becomes obvious that 
over-generalized retroflexion must have been an environmental factor 
long since. Also found in Telugu, retroflexes must have been formative 
for such Hindustani dialects as Dakhani Urdu (at least since the time 
that Md. bin Tughluq moved Delhi speakers down to the Deccan) (Venkates- 
wara and others 1975, corroborated by personal observation).

Isolation of a Resonance Quality, Acoustic and Articulatory
That the connection between vocalic r and flap r is straightforward is
shown by the acoustic of flap r as measured for Hindi. As Kosti£, Witter
and Rastogi acutely observe (p. 169),

The tip of the tongue is shaped so as to form a small hollow 
through which the air stream passes, creating a friction which 
is simultaneous to the discontinuity of the air stream. There 
are three elements, therefore: the first one pure fricative,
the second burst-like as in the case of plosive burst, and the 
third harmonic- like, being very short and situated between one 
disruption and the next.

That is, a more or less brief vocalic retroflex component is inherent
in the execution of flap r (Fig. 29, Table 6). Vocalic-part length in
Bengali was noted; in Spanish it is minimal, r being sharply defined

like Spanish t and k (q) as shown in the graphs from Lisker $ Abramson.



Figure 29: Sanple Spectrograms of Hindustani Words with Retroflexes

5 X  / / (from left); -  p y f  ‘ ^
(After Kostic, Hitter and Rastogi 1975 p. 110, 120, 123, spectrograms #27.30,31; 
in the time cues which are added ^  indicates (pre-)voicing.)
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Table 6 : Values of Spectrogr^>Mc Features of Hindi Betrofleaoes

(From Eos tic, MLtter and Rastogi 1975 discussions of eaclQ

Entity Frequencies of Formants, etc.
Single articulation characteristic 
r , up to 500 Hz.
rh 200 (mid)
Alternate Modes of Articulation

about 1500 Hz.
up to 2000: even up to 5000

fricative
vocalic
1trill

up to 700 Hz 
up to 600 Hz

1200 M. 
about 1000 Hz.

1600 Hz. 
about 1500 Hz.

th 1. occlusion
2. burst
3. aspiration

d intensity less 
#an t, burst

dh
(p. 116)

(2500 low) 3000-5000 (5500 high)
Fg of following vowel is in zero position

up to 2000 
2500

2500-5000
burst between 
3000-4000

up to 5000

up to 2000 burst 4500-5500 burst
1,The air stream is compressed in the mouth cavity.”
up to 600 Hz. ci. 1000 Hz. + about 1500 Hz.

* As noted in the text, fricative r has three components:
1. fricative
2. burst
3. harmonic .
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Unlike Hindustani, in Spanish r does not alternate with both r and rr 
but only with rr in emphatic (initial) position. This is a case of the 
positive content of a negative (phonetic) definition mentioned by : 
Alarcos Llorach (1971 p. 208). It appears to be the same as the ’holes’ 
in the phonetic space that concerned Lisker and Abramson s where languages 
assiduously avoided certain phoness as discussed previously.

Dependable Pistinguishability. Altogether then, it may be 
assumed that the lack of vocalic 1_ in present Hindustani, and the 
addition of the flaps R and Rh comprise a readjustment of the central 
quanta. So it is reasonable to opt for retroflexion as the most key 
property— yet not a retroflexion based solely on articulatory 
criteria, but based also on acoustic criteria. Fant (1973 p. 213) even 
says,' . "In my view there is a great need for investigations of the 
acoustic and perceptual correlates of articulatory features and to 
consider features systems defined initially on the acoustic level and 
given production correlates in the second place only."

Obviously, the use of the central air pressure resonance is 
one that is still subject to change, and this may constitute evidence 
of the changing shape and capabilities of the human vocal tract (Du Brul 
1958 and 1975). It may also be considered that the observed general
ization of retro flexing is evidence that retroflexion is an identifiable 
property in the speech stream,, and quantifiable for dependable use in 
the phonetic space of languages, and hence a linguistic phonetic 
variable.



CHAPTER 4

: .UNDERSTANDING LANGUAGE DYNAMISM PATTERNING :

Fortunately, "recent developments and. rediscoveries in 
linguistics have thrown up models, methodologies and organizing 
principles which are enabling scholars for the first time to have the 
beginnings of an idea as to what a theory of linguistic change may 
actually look like " (Anderson and Jones 1977 p. 1).

Articulator Dynamics as 0 a f(t,Xj), i>2 
Such are mathematico-physical descriptive-generative principles 

of concept and notation. These have implications for linguistic theory 
structure. (Such works may be referred to as.Stewart 1976, Hockett 1967, 
Greenberg 1966, Chandola 1976, and Martin 1972.)

Articulation Models, Typal and Tubal
To suppose that all retroflexes, including a retroflex flap in 

the predental region, would share with other "distributed" sounds (such 
as the "retroflex consonants that are found in Sanskrit") a "length of 
stricture" would not perhaps be optimally explanatory. But it would 
apparently have been .necessary’. ..in the feature.), system of Sound Patterns %: 
of English. (Chomsky and Halle 1968 p. 314, ff.). The discussion there 
further would indicate that any sounds "produced with the blade of the 
tongue raised from its neutral position" have this feature—
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"it is all but self-evident" they say— . including all front lingual
stops, retroflex vowels and blade liquids ( p. 304)1

Although citing Broch as a precedent dating from 1911, they do,
as they Ihemselves say, "differ somewhat" in their definition. Broch is
quoted (p. 304J as proposing a term for concave tongue shape:

Wird die charakteristische Enge oder der Verschluss durch den 
Vorderrand der Zunge gebildet, wobei sidi ihre Oberflaedie 
gewoehnlich auf einer groesseren oder kleineren Strecke als 
korikav bezeichnen laesst, so wird die Artikulation koronal 
gemant .

— coronality. But this (and Seivers' definition of 1901) is changed to 
include virtually all the post-dental non-back sounds. What is quite 
unexpected in this is that the redefinition glosses over the complex 
topology of the tongue, not only changing apical (as pointed) vs. domal 
(domed) to apical (tip) vs. blade, but otherwise dismissing the earlier 
reference to the use of tongue concavity. It would in fact seem that 
their treatment does justify Ladefoged's description of their categories 
for these sounds solely in terms of the roof of the mouth. In 
Preliminaries (1971 p. 101) he gives the following figure (Figure 30).

Ladefoged, although approaching the matter of retroflex sounds 
and .using the term (cf. p. 307 SPE; p. 36, 39-40, 44, 102), finally 
suggests there use of a feature "APICALITY" which is given a negative 
value when the ventral surface opposite the blade of the tongue is 
"involved": "(as, for instnace, in the phonetic characterization of the
extremely retroflex sounds which occur in some Indo-Aryan languages)". 
But he too uses so-called point of articulation, (static) class ificatoiy 
criteria (p. 102), and replaces the involvement in a dynamic, temporal
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- back + back

- coronal + high
- m :+ coronal

- anterior
com

+ anterior

Figure 30: Chomsky and Halle's Articulation Feature Locations
in the Vocal Tract According to Ladefoged
(1971 p. 101)
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process with "a feature ARTICULATORY PLACE .. . . (1) bilabial,
(2) labiodental, (3) dental, (4) alveolar, (5) post alveolar,
(6) palatal, (7) velar, (8) uvular, (9) pharyngeal, (10) glottal. Most 
of these terras are simply labels for arbitrarily specified points on the 
continuum formed by the roof of the mouth and the back wall of the 
pharynx.”

The same view has been used in models of the vocal tract known 
as 'vocal tract transfer functions’. But Stevens (1975 p. 64) says that 
the theoretical models for blade consonants (of back-cavity length 
10-13 cm.: central) which predicate a tapered rather than blocky
constriction predict raising of the second and third formants (with 
concomitant falling transitions to following vowels), are counter- 
factual. In this predication there is "a turbulence noise source near 
the constriction". However, for an actually retroflexed tongue, ' 
'cupping' rather than 'tapered' would be appropriate. Incorporating 
this would obviate the counter- factual "turbulence noise source near the 
constriction" of the earlier models. Further, by reproportioning the 
volumes of the front and the back cavities the couplings between them 
would be altered, perhaps damping "certain high- frequency back-cavity 
resonances as well as the front-cavity resonances, with a resulting 
marked influence on the spectrum of the sound output" (Stevens 1975. _, 
p.- 64). Thus a plateau state, can be established with built-in 
resonance control: a ’retroflex quantum belt'. Would this present
proposal be consistent with data? With, the x-ray tracings, with the 
palatograms, with the proprioceptive tongue dynamics reported it would
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seem to be fit. Calculations would tell whether the parameters so 
implied would yield the formant frequencies reported by spectrographic 
measurement. Further „ the predication of such a mechanism, with the 
provision of a simultaneous solution using a shorter retroflex period 
but an equivalent air pressure build-up would link the dialectal 
articulatory variants -which have been reported. But the model is not 
to be a simple static one. The tongue has a contractile surface: the
apex for instance, does not always have the same area, let alone the 
same shape. Vocal tract functions, just like the historical socio- 
linguistic components of the language functions in the dynamic form, 
will have time as an intrinsic variable, allowing the specification of 
dynamic solutions.

What Are the Variables to Be in the 
Functions of Language Change?

As far as integrating the implications of acoustico-articulatory 
and historical sociolinguistic parameters into the structure of the 
linguistic equation, there may be multiple solutions. And as far as 
integrating the implications of parameters of the vocal tract transfer 
function into the structure of systemic linguistic phonetics, there 
appear to be several descriptive options.
(1) There is roof-of-the-mouth coronality. There is tongue coronality 
or concavity as discussed (length, width, depth).
(2) As logical completion of Ladefoged's feature ’’TENSION1', described 
on page 93 (1971) as having two degrees of freedom (or quanta), there 
is, as an addition to "tongue bunched" and "no intrinsic tongue
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contraction", "tongue hollowed", as Ladefbged notes. But he applies 
and defines the feature only for vowels and restricts, it almost so as 
to exclude concavity: "TENSION (the degree to which the root of the
tongue is pulled forward so that the tongue is bunched up lengthways). "
(3) There is an involvement with + high. In Survey of Linguistic 
Science (Dingwall ed. 1971 p. 572), the following discussion appears. 
(Inserts are parenthesized.) Lightner begins, and L. B. Anderson 
replies.

Kiparsky also says, that although the feature system doesn’t 
make it so clear, "At least k has something in common with u 
and 1, viz. (sic) that the tongue is bunched up, is high; For 
r too it seems that it was a retroflex consonant at the tine.
So probably if our features are right, that. really should be a 
natural class."
The difference between k and i, u, r may very well be that k 
involves a much stronger contact— backing, raising the tbngue 
whatever (sic) it is that led phonetically, now phonologically,

to retroflection in the ruki class. of Old Indie.' Anderson goes on,
. . .  It looks very much as if the full stop has more force 
in that case— it throws the tongue out of position, whereas 
the approximant would not do that. So, within the ruki class 
there is a (phonetically) principled reason for making that 
distinction.

in essence, a feature to specify humping of the tongue rather than some 
other tongue shape is being argued for.
(4) Statistical percept-experimentation suggests that inter-relations
among the complex of features deemed relevant to the decoder-listener
are distributed so as to point out to him the dense places in the
’phonetic space’. Mien this was done (Singh 1975 p. 63),

In a perceptual study of the 12 English vowels in the 
context of meaningful words Anglin (1971) reported a four 
dimensional solution with the interpretations D1 = advance
ment, D2 = height, D3 = retroflexion, and D4 - tenseness.
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The feature tenseness was retrieved when the vowels were 
presented in the context of meaningful words and not 
retrieved when the vowels were presented in isolation _
(Singh and Woods, 1972) .

But retroflexion was apparently applied as an evaluative criterion in
all situations. Although in another study of the same sort involving
Hindi and English as counter-foils partial confirmation was obtained
of the above results (Dl, D2), only eight shared vowels were used, so
the reassignment of D3 = retroflexion to a consonantal domain or other
use of it in Hindi was left undetermined. (Singh refers to M. Grant,
nINDSCAL analysis of Hindi and English vowels", Howard University thesis
1971 in this regard.) Another parameter (Dx) was utilized for German
additionally: rounding.

Model Sapiens Sapiens
In conclusion, this is a relativistic and empirical approach upon 

which historical sociolinguistic materials could be brought to bear as 
access tools to actually predicate language interaction solutions. - -
Postulated in the first chapter, developed in the second chapter, and 
applied in the third chapter, the approach is to be now itself put into 
the framework of other linguistic theory.
(5) Fant (1973 p. 212) simply includes retroflexion as a feature. 
Presumably the use of retroflexion in the vocal tract is a matter 
amenable to empirical verification by x-ray measurement and palatography. 
Fant includes retroflexion among the place features series and "r-sound" 
among the manner features, placing "round" with a group of cavity- 
location features as conventionally used for the vowel grid. One of



each of these» and one among ’’voiced", ’’aspirated", or "tense" is 
applied in "encoding" a meaningful consonmt-vowel sequence,-,'in. general. 
But other co-active "features" occur, as he immediately notes (p. 213J, 
adding, "I do not claim that the feature system proposed here 
represents a best choice. The novelty lies in the four-group 
classification of features. A feature system based on a muscular 
control model of the articulatory organs would have inherent advantages 
but is not sufficiently developed yet."
(6) Co articulation should be an open possibility in the articulo- 
acoustic functions. This is (as seen in Pant’s combinatory schema) 
a necessary aspect of the projection of multiple qualities Such as 
voice (perhaps of various degrees) and nasality (as in nasal vowels) 
and other such upon a single temporal utterance stretch. For in 
attempting to correlate feature - classification schemata with dynamic 
functional sequences of articulatory movements that form the concrete 
evidence of utterance used in context, it becomes clear that the 
motions (and perceptions) are not mutually exclusive strictly 
sequential elements. Rather they appear to be local adjustments, and 
even sub-phonemic. That is, if treated as variables, the sound system 
is me of covariables. And the variables may themselves be not only 
functions of time, but have intrinsic sociolinguistic and historical 
meaning for the language users. The use of extrinsic meanings (of the 
same sort) for studying languages does not of course eliminate these. 
It, as figurative semiotics, adds further content to those languages, 
such as Hindustani.
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